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Pre-dawn
wreck claims
trucker's life
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
_

Both lanes of the Purchase Parkway were closed Wednesday
morning while officials sorted through the debris of a tractor trailer
that had overturned and claimed the life of a Jackson, Miss. man.
The accident happened between the Benton and Draffenville
exits about 4:50 a.m. Kentucky State Police are witholding the
name of the driver until the family can be notified.
According to State Police Trooper Roger Simons, the truck,
leased by M.C.H. Transport of Jackson. Miss, was traveling north
on the Purchase Parkway when the driver apparently fell asleep at
the wheel. The truck hit the guardrail of a bridge and toppled over
the left side, bursting into flames.
Officials removed the body at 8 a.m. and an investigation into
the actual cause of the accident is underway.
The truck was hauling empty 50-gallon steel drums from Jackson
to Henderson, Ky.
State Police estimate that the bridge will be closed until noon
Wednesday.
"I saw it on fire, I had just topped the hill when it happened."
said a truck driver who wouldn't identify himself. "It makes s„ou
think about what you're doing."
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The Purchase Parkway was closed Wednesday morning while officials looked through the wreckage of a tractor trailer that had overturned and
burst into flames between Benton and Draffenville. The driver was killed in the fire.

Judge stands by order in county suit
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Graves County Circuit Court
Judge John Daughaday stands
firm behind an order he issued in
mid-June indicating ordinances
approved by Calloway County
and the funding plan for the new
jail arc valid and- in accordance
with all requisites of law.
According to an order dated

July 17: The court, having
reviewed the memoranda of the
parties and having considered
arguments of counsel and being
otherwise sufficiently advised,
now denies the motion to alter,
amend or vacate the partial summary judgment entered in favor
of the (fiscal court)."
Attorneys for the fiscal court
and the Calloway County Associ-

ation of Concerned Citizens
appeared in court Monday to
argue Daughaday's June 19
order.
Mark Medlin, attorney for the
citizens' group, had filed a
motion July 5 in which he
requested that Daughaday "alter,
amend or vacate" the order representing a partial summary judgment regarding the jail funding

and ordinance issues.
According to Paul Hayes,
attorney for the fiscal court, his
clients waited the required 10
days following the June 19 ruling
to see if Medlin had a response to
the order.
When no response was
received, the fiscal court proceeded with its plan to sell
approximately 54 million in

Official fails
to find tank
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

County Fiscal Court and
Architecture Plus, Inc., as well as
the jail committee members.
"lie (Carson) called me and
said he had a call about an underground storage tank," said County Judge/Executive J.D. Williams.
"He came for a visit and everything is fine."
Williams accompanied Carson
on the visit to the site, in addition
to Miles Todd, one of the former
property owners.
According to the report: "The
Calloway County Jail construe
tion site was formerly Caldwell
Used Cars. Apparently, Caldwell
went out of business, possibls
bankruptcy, and the property titk
went to the Peoples Bank.
"I (Carson) located one of thc
former property owners, Mile.
Todd, who bought the properts
around 1986. Todd thought titer,
had been a small tank on thc
property some time ago. He esti
mated the tank to have been
taken out of service around
1972," according to the report.
Williams said the place where
the tank was thought to have

An official from the Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection Cabinet was unable to
find any signs of an underground
storage tank on property purchased for the new Calloway
County Jail.
Larry Carson, who works in
the Underground Storage Tank
Branch of the Division of Waste
Management in Paducah, visited
the site on North Fourth Street
Friday morning in response to a
complaint from Kathy Lyons,
who had complained about an
underground storage tank not
being closed out properly at the
location.
According to the report, Lyons
had contacted Nathan Hancock,
who is an official in the Frankfort
branch of the Underground Storage Tank closure section.
"Further investigation revealed
that Mrs. Lyons is a member of
the Concerned Citizens of Calloway County and this group is
currently in a lawsuit against the
Calloway County Jaii Committee," according to the report.
Actually, the citizens' group
lawsuit includes the Calloway • See Page 2

bonds for the project.
According to Medlin's motion,
if the order was not amended, the
remedies available to the citizens' group and the jurisdiction
of the court (Daughaday) under
the Open Meetings Law would be
superseded.
The citizens' group filed a lawsuit in late March against the fiscal court because it wants a

review of the manner in which
decisions pertaining to the jail
project have been made.
The complaint alleges that the
fiscal court has conducted private
meetings, failed to provide
adequate meeting space and has
made decisions without formally
bidding the services.
O See Page 2

State hopes
tests will
blunt critics
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (‘P) —
The Department of Education
wants to begin testing Kentucky
students for comparison against
national scores in reading and
math.

BERNARD KANE/ledger A T,
nes photo

Bricklayer Mickey Elkins is dwarfed by the remaining work of the
Murray State Fine Arts Building as renovations to the building continued Tuesday afternoon.

tion on Tuesday.
Board member Wade Mountz
said the testing program along
with the school accountability
efforts has not gotten credit for
the improvements that have
resulted.

"I think we've taken a real
body blow with the general publThe testing would not begin
ic with this situation," Mountz
until the 1996-97 school year, but
the effort may blunt criticism that said.
The list of criticisms against
the Kentucky Education Reform
the testing program is long and
Act does not do enough to compointed. Many say it is too subpare how Kentucky students are
doing compared to their counter- jective and gives too much credit
for knowing how to get to
parts in other states.
answers rather than knowing the
"That's addressing one of the
right answers. Some say it
complaints that we've heard over
prompts teachers to only direct
the last couple of years," said
efforts at passing tests while
Penny Sanders, director of the
others say the entire system is too
Office of Education Accountabilvague and teachers are nct given
ity, the watchdog agency created
enough direction on what to
by the General Assembly in the
1990 legislation.
teach. The most persistent is that
Deputy Education Commisbasic academic rigor is given
sioner Ed Reidy outlined some of
little attention.
the changes in the testing progReviews of the Kentucky
ram the department will propose
to the Kentucky Board of Educa- • See Page 2
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Parks board able to conduct business

FROM PAGE 1
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
For the first wile soi,..e May,
the Murray-Callsay County
Parks Board had enough mciii
hers

in tittertrittris.:: to

DUMP
YOUR
TRASH
AT YOUR NEW
CONVENIENCE
CENTER

business Monday.
The June 19 board meeting
was canceled because of a lack of
a quorum and the board tried to
meet again June 26 to conduct
business with the same results.
Monday's quorum allowed the
board to finally pass the budget
amendment for the current fiscal
year.
The amendment calls for:
•A decrease in salaries and
wages of S5,000.
Parks Director Gary Hohman
said the decrease was necessary
because the park will hire only
one full-time employee instead of
tsso as originally planned.
•An increase of 53,000 in concession disbursements for
supplies.
•An increase of S500 in electric usage.
'
An increase of S843 for the
..r,•hase of a new dumpster.

NOW OPEN

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Two miles west of
Fisher-Price/US 641
on Poor Farm Rd.
Hours: Mon. &
Wed. 5:30 p.m.-8:30:
All day Saturday 8-4
OWNED/OPERATED BY:
Maury Gram EnirarononentaL

Pick 3
5-4-8
Cash 5
4-10-18-29-32
Pick 4
7-6-4-6

Inc.

Span

Shall

Health Care Reform
How Does It Affect You?

The Murray
Insurance Agency
Has The Answers
Call Or Stop By Today

753-4751
Bel-Air Center
Jay Elliott, LUTCF
Life and Health- Specialist

Robert Billington Jr.
Life and Health Agent

TOYOTAS COST
LESS IN MURRAY
"Toyota has requested that we move 100
new Toyota vehicles by Sept. 4, 1995."
For A Limited Time Take
Advantage 01 This

Special Otter!

JIMMIL•m.

Hohman told the board that the
The lawsuit was originally
two dumpsters in use now are not
filed in Walter Steely's name, but
enough.
was later amended to include the
•An increase in the insurance
estimate of a little more than 70+ individual members of the
association.
51,000.
Hayes has also filed a counHohman said this was for a
satellite truck the park received terclaim on behalf of the fiscal
from the city and caused a 15 court, dated June 29, seeking
monetary reimbursement for
percent increase in the premium.
delays in the jail project caused
In his director's report, Hohby the lawsuit.
man told the board about softball
After hearing arguments from
leagues and tournaments being
held at the park and the possibility of customer appreciation activities at the city pool.
"We have in the works some
customer appreciation days. This
FROM PAGE 1
will include reduced rates for the
pool and extended hours on cerbeen is not on the jail site and is
tain days," Hohman said.
actually at least 100 feet away
Hohman said the city pool will from the jail property.
be open on Aug. 3 and Aug. 8 to
According to Carson's report,
all ages for $1 from 6 to 8 p.m. "The tank was believed to have
The pool will extend its hours been located adjacent to the
of operation Aug. 5 and Aug. 12 building. Actually, there is no
from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Aug. 11 earth removal going on where the
will be designated for families tank was believed to have been
only at the city pool from 6 to 8 located. The parking lot was
p.m.
paved over some years ago and
Hohman said the board is also there is no evidence of a fill
contemplating a back-to-school pipe...I did not note any violanight.
tions pertaining to an underThe board discussed the possi- ground storage tank."
bility of erecting a shade strucKen Yates, who works with
ture over a 20-foot by 30-foot Carson, told the Ledger that his
area where people sit and eat at reaction to the report is "we don't
the pool. The cost of such a have a problem."
structure would be between
"According to the report, he
S1,800 and S2,000.
didn't see any indications of an
"If the money is donated to underground storage tank.
build such a project, go for it,"
board member Ross Meloan said.
The board members in attendance Monday night were
Meloan, Rob Williams, Jimmy
Nix, Dick Ford, Tommy Sanders,
FROM PAGE 1
Jim Bauer, Danny Hudspeth,
Freddie Allgood, Cliff Finney Instructional Results Information
and Hohman. The absent mem- System paid for by the departbers were Steve Lax and Bobby ment and the legislature both said
Stubblefield. Also in attendance the testing program tried to do
was Mike Sykes pool manager. too much and is not a valid measure for distributing the millions
of dollars in rewards that were
given to schools this year.
Board member Tom Gish said
much of the criticism is valid.
"We have to get back to the
fundamentals," Gish said.
Reidy said the reading and
math tests could be given to students in the third, sixth and ninth
grades with multiple choice
answers and results known within
a month.
Reidy said another effort in a
new contract will be to make it
easier to compare the results of
the tests done especially for Kentucky to national standards.
In addition, Reidy said the testing years may be spread out,

CURB

takethesizzle
outofsummer
All-You-Can-Eat

Pizza Buffet & Drink $449
• Unlimited Refills • Lunch ix Dinner • No Coupon Needed

2 Medium 1-Topping Pizzas
-Original Crust
•Extra Toppings
only $1.00 each

only
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-Pick-up only
-Good thru Monday, July 24
•Not good with any other special
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although there could have been
one in the 1970s," Yates said.
"There's no one who can say for
sure a tank was there according
to the report. We can't say that
we are 100 percent sure one is
there because there aren't any
indicators. If he had seen any,
Larry would have put it in his
report."
Carson was out of the office
and unavailable for comment.
According to Carson's report,
Todd sold the property to Art
Jewell, who then sold it to Hal
Cunningham. Cunningham later
sold the property to Calloway
County for the jail location.
"If the dates indicated are correct, the tank would be exempt
from notification requirements,"
Carson said in his report.
Yates said underground storage

tanks taken out of use prior to
Jan. 1, 1974 are not regulated.
However, after that date, all tanks
were required to be registered
with the state.
"There's not anything wrong
with having underground storage
tanks," Yates said. "But there are
certain steps that have to be followed in order to remove them."
Williams said he has heard all
kinds of rumors regarding the jail
site, even though a core drilling
was conducted a few months ago
on the site.
"We have even had someone
come in and inspect an artesian
well located in the southwest corner of the property," Williams
said. "Someone had complained
that toxic chemicals were coming
out of the ground and it turned
out to be pure water."

-Original Crust
-Extra Toppings
only $1.00 each

rather than just done in the
fourth, eighth and 11th grades as
they are now.
In the meantime, Reidy said it
is important that the last year of
the curTent five-year testing contract be allowed to continue. The
legislature's Education Committee has asked that it be held up.
Education officials agreed and
Reidy said one change for next
year will be a closer identification of scoring needed to attain
certain levels.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An increase of $1,000 in the standard deduction off Kentucky's individual income tax might sound
like a lot of money.
But the most it might mean to any individual taxpayer would be
$60 off a tax bill, and probably less. And it has financial and political implications far beyond the cost of a fancy dinner for two.
Gov. Brereton Jones has said he may ask the General Assembly
to increase the standard deduction from the current S650 to $1,650.
The last time the figure was changed was in 1976, when it was
increased from S500. Kentucky's is now among the lowest in the
nation.
''I see that as more an issue of fairness,' Jones said.
According to the Finance Cabinet, 988,000 of the 1.9 million
taxpayers in the 1992 tax year took advantage of the standard
deduction. Those are people who did not itemize their deductions.
If the deduction were increased to $1,650 and everyone who
would financially benefit took advantage, another 111,000 people
would have used it.
The standard deduction is taken off of adjusted gross income just
before determining taxable income on Kentucky returns. With Kentucky's 6 percent maximum income tax rate, that means the most
anybody could save off their income taxes would be $60.
A larger standard deduction would mean nothing to anyone who
itemized deductions.
Kentucky also has a low-income tax credit if taxable income is
less than S25,000. Thus, the standard deduction would mean less
tax savings for people who also qualified for the low-income credit.
The cost to the General Fund of a larger standard deduction
would be just under $40 million per year. Jones said the state has
the money, as demonstrated by a revenue surplus of $84 million for
the fiscal year that ended June 30.
The revenue aurplus is not as large as it might seem. At least $24
million of the surplus is "non-recurring." It is like getting a bonus,
rather than a raise that will be there next year as well.
Subtracting money lost with a larger deduction would leave
about $20 million in actual revenue surplus, or about four-tenths of
1 percent of the annual General Fund receipts of $5 billion.
Lt. Gov. Paul Patton, the gubernatorial nominee of Jones' own
Democratic Party, has endorsed an increase pegged to inflation
since it was last changed, which would translate to a standard
deduction of about $1,750 and a maximum tax savings of $66.
Republican nominee Larry Forgy has not specifically endorsed the
idea, but his standard campaign speech is for lower taxes.

only

$1000

ATTENTION:
All Disgruntled Tuna?
You Don't Have to Taste Good

-Pick-up or deriVery
-Good thru Monday, July 24
-Not good with any other special

to Shop Here
(You Just Gotta Have Good Taste')

The Best Pizza In Town...

eta.

N MON -FRI 8-8, SAT 8-5

TOYOTA(e)

Hwy. 841 South
Murray

Legislative committees will
take up the contract in August.
In a larger context, Reidy and
board members debated some of
the philosophical issues that surround testing.
Reidy noted that there is no
state-mandated curriculum, so an
assessment program is difficult to
create. At the same time, there is
concern about a state curriculum.
"There's a fear that Big Brother
will be making critical decisions," Reidy said.

Higher deduction might
result in large questions

US

SHOVYft

When Medlin did not appear at
that hearing, Daughaday entered
an order in favor of the furcal
court and awarded reasonable
attorney's fees to the fiscal court.
Fifteen days after that order,
Medlin filed his motion.

•Tests...

"SUMMER
SPECIAL"

Look For The
Special Sale Price
On The Window'

No amount has yet been set
regarding attorney's fees.

not appear at that hearing,
Daughaday entered an order for
Medlin to appear at the next hearing, set for June 19.

•Tank...

With Our All-Summer- Long

On All New 1995
"Camrys
"Corollas
"Tacornas
"Toyota Trucks

both Hayes and Medlin (luring
Monday's session, Daughaday
said he would issue a written
order based on the arguments and
documentation.
In his order, Daughaday denied
Medlin's motion to "alter, amend
or vacate" the partial summary
judgment entered in favor of the
fiscal court and traced the events
leading to his decision.
Hayes had originally filed the
motion for partial summary judgment that was scheduled to be
heard June 12. When Medlin did
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Taylor Chevrolet
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Bones recovered from grave

hearing,
order for
next hear-

KEARNEY, Mo. (AP) — Scientists digging up Jesse James'
grave have struck gold — and
silver — and moved a step closer
to determining whether the body
beneath the headstone is that of
the infamous outlaw.
Searchers on Tuesday dug up
most of a skull, an upper rib
cage, bones of both arms and at
least 14 teeth, including a gold
one. James had a gold tooth.
They also found silver casket
handles, which James' casket was
documented as having.
Scientists planned to remove
leg bones today and then wrap up
the dig.
At a police crime lab in Kansas
City, about a dozen technicians
began the painstaking process of
cleaning dirt from bone fragments, taking X-rays and examining teeth.
"It's time consuming, cleaning
them off," lab scientist John
Clayton said of the bones.
"They're damp and they're
fragile."
Scientists hope to compare
DNA samples with DNA of
James' confirmed descendants.
Teeth often give better DNA
samples because they take longer
to deteriorate, researchers say.
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Senate votes
to move statue
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate has voted to move a statue
of three suffragists to the Capitol
Rotunda to honor the 75th
anniversary of women winning
the constitutional right to vote.
The statue of Susan B.
Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton
and Lucretia Mott, presented to
Congress in 1921, has been on
the first floor in the area known
as the —.crypt" beneath the
Rotunda. Women's groups have
been trying to get it moved since
1923.
If the House follows Monday's
Senate action, the statue would
be reconditioned before it is
moved upstairs in time for the
Aug. 26 anniversary celebration
of women suffrage.
"In our Rotunda, most of the
statues honor presidents, and as
we know, all to date have been
men," said Sen. Ted Stevens, RAlaska, who introduced the resolution to move the statue. "Someday 1 hope the rotunda will be
graced with the statue of the first
female president. Until then, it is
my hope to honor the role women
have played by moving the
women's suffrage statue up to the
place of honor it should have in
the Rotunda."
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We Accept Food Stomps

Deli Hot Line
753-7811
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We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Owen's Best Family Pack

Hyde Park 1 Lb Vac Pack

Ground3-4Beef
Lb. Pkg.
Country Style

Spare
Ribs
$

1/4 Sliced

Bacon

79C

US Choice
Boneless Eye of

Round
Steak

'189
Lb

Pork Loin

End
Roast

U.S. Choice Boneless Top

Pork Chops
$ 39

Roost
$ 1 89
I Lb

$2

Jif

Chips

Butter

6 oz

Flav-O-Rich

2 Liter

Orange Juice
19

Crisco Oil
48 oz $219
Coffee
Dill Chips
BBQ Sauce
Paper Towels
Ketchup

Bathroom Tissue

46 oz. Can $

Duncan Hines

$ 'I 79

21-23 oz.

Prairie Farms

1 39
I

13 Oz

$259

46 oz $

Kraft

18 OZ

4/$1
etto

79'

79

28 oz. Squeeze

ID

5 1 19

Owens Best

Chiquita
Premium

Cheese

BBQ Pork
$499

BBQ Chicken

Bananas

Lb

b

Owens Best
Storemade

Owens Best
Storemade

Ribs
$489

So ad
$259

Chicken Salad
$359

Lb

Mt. Olive Kosher

16 oz

Old El Paso Fat Free or Reg

Crisp Green

Kiwi Fruit

Broccoli

Lbs

6/1

89'a

Idaho Baking

Seedless Red

California
1 Lb Bag

Potatoes

Grapes

$1 8?

Owen's Best
Baby Back

Hari

3 Lb. Bowl

Pito-duce

Owen's Best

$3

22 oz

31 OZ

Hot Pepper

89

79

Heinz Tomato

15 oz.

51 19
Detergent
7-Up & Dr. Pepper 99
Touch of Butter $ 1 69
Dill Strips
$ 1 39
Refried Beans
99°
2 Liter

Bounty Single Roll

$ 1 89
gal
I

99

Dawn Dishwashing

Mt, Olive Hamburger

Apple Juice
Brownie Mix
2% Milk
Pork & Beans

3

Charmin

Folgers Vac Pk Bag
12 pw

5 oz.

4 Roll Pkg.

Veg., Corn, Blend, Puritan

$129

Sausage

99

Tropicana Home Style

I

Lb

31

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Cat. Free Pepsi

1/2% Milk
Gal $ 189

Bryan

$ 1 19

$ 1 69

Musselman's

$489

Frying Chicken

U.S.Choice Boneless Eye of

18 oz

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt, Dew, Cat Free Pepsi

U.S Choice
Boneless
Chuck Tender

Sirloin Steak Round Roast Leg Quarters
$329 Pringles
19 Vienna
Peanut

Lb

64 oz

1-Bone Steak

$ 1 79
Lb

$239
Lb.
Center Cut

U.S. Choice

Pork Loin
$ 89

99

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916
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Prices Good
July 19 thru
July 25

Showboat

BY MAIL

ast $24
bonus,

Some claim the infamous train
and bank robber faked his death
in 1882, when he was shot in the
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Politics creeps
across dinner
table for many
By MIKE GLOVER
Associated Press Writer
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — When Bob Haus wraps up a busy
day running Texas Sen. Phil Gramm's presidential campaign in
Iowa, he has a good reason not to take his work home.
Kim Haus, his wife, is generally there working the phones on
behalf of Kansas Sen. Bob Dole's quest for the White House.
Along with Lids and mortgages and car pools, presidential politics
are part of daily life.
Jokes about politics and strange bedfellows have become a bit
worn by this point.
"We've not had any Gramm functions in our house yet, and 1
don't expect to," sighed Bob Haus. "When Gramm staff people
come to our house, they have an understanding they'll find something else to talk about."
Kim Haus said she and her husband have agreed "that if we're
going to talk about it, we're going to make light of it. It makes for
interesting conversation."
State Rep. Brent Siegrist, majority leader of the state House, can
sympathize. His top aide, Susan Severino, backs Gramm while he's
for former Tennessee Gov. Lamar Alexander.
"It does come up, but it's somewhat of a truce," Siegrist said,
gazing across the room at Sevenno's desk, which is adorned with a
Gramm photo.
"When the fax machine rings, we both run over to check it," he
said.
It's typical for a small state where presidential politics are personal, and candidates court activists ardently and in person. Only
about 125,000 hard-core activists will take part in Iowa's first-inthe-nation caucuses, and candidates fight for every one.
Gramm recently released a breathless statement announcing three
new volunteers in a tiny northwest Iowa county, touting -their
leadership skills and energy."
Given that signing up three new volunteers is considered a transcendent political happening, it's not surprising that some unusual
divisions form.
"We make up our own minds," said Paula Dierenfeld, who
shares an allegiance to Dole with her boss, Gov. Terry Branstad.
However, she also shares a home with husband David Roderer.
He's an Alexander supporter, a decision she greeted with a shrug.
"I'm probably more conservative than he is," Dierenfeld said.
• "We joke about it all the time," said John Davis, yet another
Gramm backer. His boss, state House Speaker Ron Corbett, is firmly in the Alexander camp, but Davis says there's an up side to the
split.
"You can gossip about what's going on in the campaigns," he
said. "There's only so big a universe of people involved in Republican politics in Iowa."
Siegrist said delicacy is the order of most days around the office.
"It makes some phone calls harder to make, depending on who is
in the office," he said. "Sometimes the joking comments are taken
a bit more serioAy than they're meant to be taken."
Haus said political differences don't stand in the way of blowing
off a little steam at home about the latest twists and turns on the
campaign trail.
"There's a marital trust there that we still have," he said. "If
.she tells me not to repeat something, I won't."
His wife draws the line though.
"I wouldn't say we get into the secrets," she said.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Courier of Houma, La., on random drug testing — June
30
The decision to allow drug testing for certain professionals has
traveled along a high road built with great intentions.
But with last week's Supreme Court ruling that allows schools to
test prep athletes who are not even suspected drug users, the high
road has reached a slippery slope.
In writing the majority opinion for the court, Justice Antonin
Scalia cited that prep athletes are role models who should lead the
way to a drug-free life for others to emulate.
The decision came from a suite filed in Veronica, Ore., where
teachers blamed drugs for the unruly behavior of the school's athletes. The school administration responded by testing all the football players regardless of whether they were suspected of abusing
drugs. A seventh-grader, who refused to undergo urine analysis,
was barred from the team. His parents sued in 1991.
We agree that drugs are a horrible curse on America's youth, but
we believe this encroachment on personal freedom was
unnecessary.
thstead of collecting unne samples from kids in shoulder pads,
the school officials could truly elevate athletes to role-model status
by simply kicking unruly students off the team.
Indeed, schools everywhere could make good conduct and good
grades requirements for participation on any prep team.
And as they grow older, maybe they could bring some rolemodel class into the professional arena.

Up to a point, you have to feel
sorry for Gov. Brereton Jones nght
now.
He has only less than five months
before he vacates the Executive
Mansion and goes home to Airdirie
Stud. The party's just about over.
And he's got a pile of cash sitting
in the bank and no place to spend it.
That's in stark contrast to the
usual end-of-term situation for Kentucky governors. Ordinarily, and
they don't ever hold press conferences to brag about this, five months
before a term comes to an end there
isn't enough cash on hand so pay all
the bills, let alone go on a spending
SprOC.
Then, of course, the new governor is inaugurated in early December and someone comes over from
the Finance Cabinet and reveals that
ugly truth. They did it to Jones and
he didn't have the cash on hand to
pay people their income tax refunds
his first year in office.
So, to his credit, Jones knuckled
down on hiring and spending and
ended the tax refund slight of hand.
He also has been lucky that the
national and state economies irnproved more than anyone predicted
and Kentuckians continue going
bonkers over Powerball jackpots.
The result is that Jones could
have as much as $134 million in

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
surplus money and it's only human
nature for him not to want to leave it
for his successor to spend, especially if his successor turns out to be
a Republican.
So Jones very much wants to
spend a goodly portion of that SI34
million in the form of building
projects and tax cuts before he
leaves office.
The problem is, Jones is just
about the only one who wants to
spend that money.
Practically to a man (no women
have nsen this far lately), the Democratic leaders of the House and
Senate want to keep that money
earning interest in the bank until the
regular 1996 General Assembly
session. Jones wants to spend it next
month when legislators come to
town for a special cession that must
approve court-ordered legislative
redistricting plans.

On the other hand, legislators are
not too uneasy about spending a $50
million surplus in the state Road
Fund, because Jones wants to
spread that chunk of money through
all 120 counties.
But the General Fund surplus is
another thing entirely. Legislators
are looking at Washington's
budget-slashing ways and are having nightmares about what that
means next year when they must
prepare a new two-year budget for
Kentucky. They also know from
past experience exactly how fast a
downturn in the state's economy can
erase a big bank balance overnight.
Jones, on the other hand, keeps
insisting that spending the surplus
now somehow is an investment that
nets to be made before Washington pulls the plug on federal money
flowing into the state.
How can he imagine that a technical school can be approved,

planned, built and churning out
successful graduies before the next
federal budget lowers the boom is
anyone's guess.
Again, though, you have to give
him a little bit of sympathy. He's
about to leave office and what
tangible thing can he point to with
pride in the years ahead? Wallace
Wilkinson has education reform
(though legislators deserve far more
credit than Wilkinson is willing to
give them). Martha Layne Collins
has the Georgetown Toyota plant
(and the first First Spouse to go to
prison).
Jones has what? Election finance
reform was enacted because of his
own campaign fund raising. Health
care reform was to be his crowning
achievement but legislators rejected
his own plan out of hand and crafted
their own. Ethics codes for elected
officials were more the result of FBI
agents swarming the Capitol than
anything else.
Leaving office with a hefty bank
balance may not be the most glamorous way to end four years as
governor of Kentucky, but Jones
ought to look at it this way: It's
practically historic and just might
set a precedent that is far more
important than all the technical
schools and juvenile prisons he
could ever build.

And the GAO found the government was wrong in its assumption that vaccine costs were the biggest obstacle to immunization.
Also, the government underestimated the complexity of getting
vaccine. tr:•. doctors and clinics throughout the country.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch on the federal vaccination
program — July 2
The impartial General Accounting Office has confirmed what
knowledgeable people already knew: The Clinton administration's
child-vaccination program has been badly mismanaged from the
SIM

SOCCi

CiViti
Unfortunately, there is no indication that the Clinton administration realizes the error of its ways. A spokeswoman for the Department of Health and Human Services says the administration might
accept minor changes in the program.
With that kind of attitude, it seems likely that Congress will pull
the plug. If legislators take the money put into this floundering
program and channel it to the states in block grants, that would
likely be a more effective way of seeing that target populations of
children get the vaccinations they need.

Panel will investigate
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Gingrich ally mustjudge ethics
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep.
Nancy Johnson helped make
Newt Gingrich speaker of the
House — now his future could be
in her hands. Johnson is chairman
of the House ethics panel, and the
envy of no one.
For many Republicans, euphoric at their congressional takeover,
this is simply the best of times.
For Johnson, a Connecticut moderate, it's a lot more complicated
than that.
Gingrich's lead role in the fall
of former Speaker Jim Wright
guaranteed Democrats would be
scouting for anything resembling
an ethics lapse on the part of the
new speaker. In this charged climate the ethics panel has been
trying to sort out an array of
complaints and decide whether to
grant Democrats' request for an
independent counsel.
It's an especially tough call for
Johnson.
This is the woman who helped
Gingrich slip into the GOP leadership by two votes in 1989; who
called him "the most visionary
thinker in politics today" in seconding his nomination to be
speaker. And in the first days of
the 104th Congress, when Gingrich was stumbling toward an
understanding of his new job and
stature, she was one of his
staunchest defenders.
"When he makes a mistake, he
owns up to it and he changes it.
It's very reassuring," Johnson
said.
At the time, Gingrich had just
hired and fired a controversial
House historian, and reversed his
plans to accept a $4.5 million
book advance.
Democrats lost no time lodging
complaints about the book auction process and Gingrich's relationship with Rupert Murdoch —
whose ci • .any bought the book
and is n. promoting it. The
committee a s is weighing ques-

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Jill Lawrence
Associated Press Writer
lions about fund raising by Gingrich's political organizations,
use of his congressional staff and
tax-deductible donations to a college course he taught.
The 10-member ethics panel —
split evenly between Republicans
and Democrats — starts hearing
privately this week from publishing industry figures; Gingrich and
Murdoch will testify later in the
month. The proceedings, it is
hoped, will help break a partyline deadlock on the independent
counsel.
Democrats and liberals have
been trying to push Johnson in
that direction with radio spots,
newspaper ads and polls of her
constituents. Newspaper editorialists have accused her of dragging her feet, of being spineless.
even of "frittering away her
reputation as a stalwart on ethics" — that last from The New
York Times.
There's no lack of pressure

from the other direction, either.
Conservative activist Paul Weyrich, writing in The Washington
Times, urged Johnson to resist
calls for a special counsel and
warned: "If she makes the wrong
decision she will weaken the
speaker of her own party and
may well affect her chances of
continuing to be a committee
chairman beyond this Congress."
Johnson, whose attitude could
best be described as determinedly
chipper, says she has "gotten
absolutely no pressure" from
within the party.
Still, it's hard to pass judgment
on any colleague, much less the
man many Republicans regard as
their savior.
.."Newt is a giant, gigantic figure in this Congress," said Johnson's longtime friend, Rep.
Christopher Shays, R-Conn. "I
am sure that this puts Nancy in
an uncomfortable position."

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP. ED WHITFIELD
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDEL!, FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 tWashington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Johnson, a health issues expert
and self-described policy wonk,
is accustomed to a certain level
of controversy. She has broken
with her party's positions against
abortion, mandated family leave
and handgun-purchase waiting
periods. This year she opposed a
GOP crime bill that would wipe
out a program for 100,000 new
police.
But Johnson says she has never
experienced the kind of national
notice that comes with the ethics
post.
"Mostly the things that get
you down are the unfairness of
the public attacks," she said. "I
finally figured out: Don't read
the papers."
Rep. Julian Dixon, D-Calif.,
chaired the ethics panel when it
was weighing the charges that
brought down Wright.
"It was one of the most excruciating times I've had," he
recalled.
Johnson's task is even more
onerous, he said, because she's
close to Gingrich and he was the
one who named her chairman of
the ethics panel. Furthermore,
Dixon said, "I did not have to
deal with what I perceive she is
dealing with, a partisan flavor to
all of this" from committee
members on both sides.
Rep. Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.,
one of the panel members, said
some of the Democratic pressure
arose "because up until now people haven't seen evidence of forward motion.•'
Johnson defused that criticism
somewhat by scheduling the testimony from Gingrich and others.
But that's far from her final test
in what she calls "nobody's
favorite job."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Jill
Lawrence covers Congress for
The Associated Press,
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Soccer meeting tonight
Calloway County High School Soccer Foundation will meet
tonight (Wednesday) at 8:15 p.m. in office of Calloway County
Board of Education. Parents of soccer players and foundation members are urged to attend to finalize plans for fair activities.

Southwest meeting Thursday
Southwest Calloway Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Thursday, July 20, at 4 p.m. at the school.
This will be an executive session conceming personnel.

Carter reunion on Saturday
The Elidge David Carter Reunion will be Saturday. July 22, at
Farmington Community House. A potluck meal will be served. All
relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Mt. Pleasant plans Friday event
Mt. Pleasant United Methodist Church, located five miles east of
Hazel in Claytontown community, will, have its annual memorial
day events on Friday, July 21. A business meeting will be at 10 a.m.
and basket lunch at noon. Speakers for worship service at 11 a.m.
will be Sanders, Brown, Elvis and Zolan Jr. Clayton, and the Rev.
Mildred Bryant. Bids will be taken for the upkeep of the cemetery.

Shiloh Assembly plans service
Shiloh Christian Assembly will have a special fellowship meeting
on Friday, July 21, at 7 p.m. The Rev. Roy Balentine, pastor, invites
the public to attend.

Hicks Cemetery meeting Saturday
The annual meeting of Hicks Cemetery, located off Highway 121
South, New Concord Road, will be Saturday, July 22, from 8 a.m, to
noon. Donations will be accepted for the upkeep of the cemetery.
Persons unable to attend may send their donations to Gary Farris, Rt.
4, Murray.

Civitan Club will meet Thursday
Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, July 20, at 6 p.m. at
Christopher's Restaurant. This will be a special meeting to recruit
new members. Special guests will include Jim Greene, governor of
Kentucky Civitans, and Caroline Moody, Governor-electe of Kentucky Civitan District. Persons interested in membership with the
Murray Civitan Club are invited to be the guest of local Civitans.

CCHS Cheerleaders plan sale
Calloway County High School Cheerleaders will sponsor a yard
sale on Friday, July 21, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the high school
gym. Thirty families will be included in this sale to be held rain or
shine. The public is urged to attend this sale.

Rose Ball will be Saturday
Charles and Elsie Thurman will sponsor their 22nd annual Rose
Ball on Saturday, July 22, from 8 p.m. to midnight at Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State University. A special floor show will be
presented. The price will be S15 per person. The public is invited
and tickets will be available at the door the night of the Rose Ball.
For reservations call 753-5950.

Colley reunion to be at Kenlake
The descendants and friends of the Christopher Columbus Colley
family will meet Sunday, July 23, at 2 p.m. in the Garden Room of
Kenlake Hotel. There will be a singing and fellowship. A buffet
meal will be served in the dining room anytime before 4 p.m. on
after 5 p.m. Please bring any family pictures or interesting memorabilia. For information call 1-502-345-2547 or 753-6070.

CPR Class will be Saturday
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have a
community CPR re-certification class on Saturday, July 22, at 1:30
p.m. Melissa Johnston will be instructor. This class will fill up
quickly, so call 753-1421 as soon as possible to register. Red Cross
is a United Way agency.

55-Alive Driving course planned
A 55-Alive Mature Driving Course will be Tuesday and Wednesday, July 25 and 26, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the University Branch
of Peoples First of Calloway County. A few places are still open. To
register call Martha Covey, Richer Life director at the bank,
753-1893, or Betty Riley, teacher, 753-5659.
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Meetings are held each Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Hardin Public
Library. For more information
call Maybelle Greer, 437-4607,
or toll free, 1-800-932-8677, for
a chapter near your home.

We are pleased to
announce the following
couples have chosen
their decorative
accessones from our
bridal registry.

Hope Kinney
& Scott Foster

Mr. and Mrs. James Bromley

fringe senefits

Reception is planned
for couple Saturday

Pedicure - $16.00

Wedding: Aug. 12, 1995'

Ask For Michelle

Remove fine lines,
facial scars & acne.

Joelle Thomas
& Andrew Bachman
Wedding: Aug. 26, 1995

See newer, healthier

NOW!
Glycolique.
L.,ft Li itincifirm Infift Bitefits
skin

604'4

11.11)PilleS21 laCC
753-4567

•759-1074

•
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BEAT THE HEAT THIS WEEK...

Marissa Carinne Wilson recently celebrated her first birthday.
A party was held June 11 at
Complete Printing, Chestnut St.,
Murray, with 24 friends and relatives present.
The table was set in raspberry
and pink with white balloons.
Grilled hot dogs, baked beans,
slaw and drinks were served
along with sheet cakes with
scenes from Winnis,J,he Pooh that
matched the hand painted party
invitations.
Each child attending received

The 1995 West Kentucky Bible
Lectures will be Saturday and
Sunday. July 2,243,t1 23, at Sunny
Slope Church or Christ, 6465 Old
Mayfield Rd., Paducah.
Speakers starting at 8:30 a.m.
Saturday and continuing throughout the day and evening will be
Garland Elkins of Memphis,
Tenn., Gary Colley of Austin,
Texas, Glenn Colley of Jasper,
Ala., Tom Holland of Nashville,
Tenn., Michael Hatcher of Pensacola, Fla., Keith Mosher of
Walls, Miss., Curtis Cates of

Tiffany Nunn
& Michael Stepto

Perm Specials- $28.00

Birthday celebrated

Church will
hold lectures

Wedding: Aug. 12, 1995

Beautiful Nails Naturally
With Calcium Gel Capping $15.00

Mr. and Mrs. James Bramley will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday, July 22.
A reception, hosted by their children, will be from 7 to 9 p.m. at
Holiday Inn, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. Your presence is the
only gift requested by the Bramley family.
The couple, James and Clara, were married July 12, 1945, at Corinth, Miss. Mrs. Bramley was an assistant with County Extensior
Office and Mr. Bramley was a longtime employee of Murray Divisio:
of the Tappan Company.
Their seven children are Clarence Bramley and wife, Karen, RocIr
River, Ohio; Charles Bramley, Antioch, Tenn.; Doris Saunders, Murray; Rebecah Bramley, Chicago, Ill.; Jimmy Bramley, Murray; Joyce
Beasley and husband, Jerome, Elizabethtown; and FLarrel Bramley and
wife, Sandy, Lexington. They have 21 grandchildren and one greatgrandchild.

.

You Can Still Save

25% Off Storewide!

Friday 10-4, Saturday 10-4, Sunday 1-4

Nlarissa C. Wilson
an assortment of party favors,
The guest of honor wore a onepiece cotton chintz outfit with
multicolored flowers and
butterflies.
Niarissa is the daughter of
Timothy Wilson and Stacey Wilson of Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Sills of Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
Lynn Clark of New Concord, and
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Wilson of
Murray.

Stained Glass
Lessons
Interested in the timeless
beauty of stained glass art?
Instruction by an experienced
professional with supplies available.
Classes now forming.
For more information call:

502-362-8039

Our Fall & Winter
1995 Catalog
is here!

• See Page 9A
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All the officials as 'well as
three members of TOPS N95,
Hardin, were present at "Kentucky's State Recognition Day
(SRD)" held May 19 and 2(1 at
Louis'. ille.
"A Touch of Gold" at Mardi
Gras was the day's theme.
Attending from the Hardin
Chapter were Gloria Culver, leader, Patti Copeland, co-leader,
Valoric Hunt, secretary, Rita
McNabb, treasurer, Dina Duncan,
weight recorder, and Margaret
Taylor, Doris Duncan and Mike
Malinow ski, members.
Culver said "we had a great
rne and are looking forward to a
iccessful year with TOPS (take
7-,,Nn:IS sensibly)."

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
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TOPS officers and members
from liardin attend event

GREAT
SEAFOOD DEALS
Fish
Fries
$1.99
Two golden brown
fish filets. fries and
hushpuppies.
Oattempo pm noose& Nat good with wog
deer mope er haw I der w portreopw,
▪ Coptwo a. Oh wpm 11/5/116
•

2-Pieer —
Bite Size
12 Pc.
Fish Dinner Shrimp Dinner
Shrimp
Dinner
$2.59
$3.99
$5.49
Generous serving of
Two golden brown
Ilsh filets. fries, role
slaw & hushpuppies.

our bite size shrimp.
fries, role slaw &
hushpuppies.
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12 golden fried
shrimp, fries, role
slaw & hushpuppies.
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Good At Following Kentucky Locations: Paducah, Mayfield, Murray & Bardstown

41116.9.1..91.•••••- M•-

Buy our new Fall Catalog at
any JCPenney and SAVE $10
on your next order! Or call
toll free 1-800-222-6161
and ask for 1A005-3439A.

"tlfr
'1995, JCP••••y Company In,

JCPenne
Chestnut Hills • Murray

CATALOG

Store Hours:
Mon -Sat. 109
Sun 12:30-5,30
Salon Hours:
Mon -Fri. 8-8
Sat. 8-6
Sun. 1-5
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To report local

2 Pc.
Chicken
Fry

1.99
'

Popcorn
Chicken
Or

Fish
w/Fries

'1.99

Add a side...
1 Pc Fish

4.99

WEDNESDAY JULY 19, 1995

Wesley Shane
Roach is born
here June 30

call 753-1916

Come
Ditie
With
Us..

Family
Pack

Justin Bailey
Stubblefield
is born July 9

Meals
10 Pc.
Chicken
w/Slaw,
Fries, Corn
Cobbettes
and
Hush Puppies

N

for four only

'11.99

We're Open
To The
Public
You don't have to be a
Murray State student to
dine with us: Enjoy our
delicious menu. We have
indoor outdoor seating facilities, and we're conveniently located on the first
floor of the MSU Curris
Center. Parking is readily
available, and we're open
seven days a week.

Mr. and Mrs. James A. Roach
of Rt. 5, Box 220, Mayfield, are
the parents of a son, Wesley
Shane Roach, born on Friday,
June 30, 1995, at 7:36 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed four pounds
13 ounces and measured 17V:
inches. The mother is the former
Maria Chapman.
Grandparents are Avery and
Maxine Chapman, Rt. 5, Mayheld, Charlotte Nelson, Rt. 6,
Mayfield, Barbara and Curtis
Roach, Murray, and Garland and
Katherine Roach, Benton.

4

Or
L7___
C VI&"7
_ 51
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8 Pc. Fish
w/Slaw,
Fries, Corn
Cobbettes
and
Hush
Puppies
for four only

I 11.99
Or

'1.00
3/11.00
1 - .59

OPEN MONDAY-SUNDAY
11:30 A.M.-8:00 P.M.

Fries

.79
Cole Slaw

.79

Call In Orders Available

Baked Potato

.99
Cneese Stic:ks

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

Pier I Imports is pleased to
have Joelle Thomas, brideelect of Andy Bachman,join
our bridal registry by choosing decorative accessories.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Douglas Hester

Wray and Hester vows
are said at Gatlinburg
Ms. Linda McCuiston Wray and Paul Douglas Hester were married
Friday, June 23, 1995, at 1:30 p.m. at Gatlinburg's Little Log Chapel,
Gatlinburg, Tenn.
The Rev. Richard A. Pentecost officiated at the candlelight
ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby T. McCuiston. Her
grandparents are Mrs. Hilda McCuiston and Mrs. Opal Emerine.
The groom is ther
tii of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hester. He is the grandson of Mrs. Jinni
°nand.
The new Mrs. Hester, a 1979 graduate of Calloway County High
School, received her Bachelor's degree in 1990 and her Master of Arts
degree in 1994 from Murray State University. She is employed as a
special education teacher by Calloway County Board of Education.
Mr. Hester, a 1984 graduate of Calloway County High School, is
employed by Kentucky Department of Highways.
The couple is now residing on Rt. 1, Murray.
A bridal tea was held in honor of the couple on Sunday, July 16, at
University Branch of Peoples First of Calloway County.

John David Benton born
Mr. and Mrs. David Benton of
Rt. 4, Box 80, Murray, are the
parents of a son, John David
Benton, born on Thursday, July
13, 1995, at 4:17 a.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds four ounces and measured

20% inches. The mother is the
former Romaine Walsh. A sister
is Mandy and a brother is
Anthony.
Grandparents are Claire and
Jack Benton of Murray, John and
Vi Walsh of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
and Judith Marco of Murray.

JCPENNEY STYLING SALON

.89

Corn on Cob

.4

University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851

1 Chicken
3 Pc Shrimp

Mr. and Mrs. Benny Curtis
Stubblefield of 441 Charles
McCaig Lake, Paris, Tenn., are
the parents of a son, Justin Bailey
McCaig Stubblefield, born on
Sunday. July 9, 1995, at 7:44
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
14 ounces and measured 19Y:
inches. The mother is the foremr
Rhonda McCaig. A sister is Janna
LaRac-McCaig.
Grandaprents are Danny and
Sandy McCaig of Rt. 3, Paris.
Tenn., and Bobby and Clara
Stubblefield of Rt. 4, Murray.

762-4380

'1.19

4 Pc. Fish k:
6 Pc. .1
Chicken
w/Slaw,
Fries, Corn
Cobbettes
and
Hush
Puppies
for four

Receive a free gift just
by mentioning you
saw this ad!
Ultimate
Fish
Sandwich

l'11.99

ofcS/yfe
cSave 20%

See you soon at
Long John Silver's.

1.79
Or

Combo
w/Fries &
Med Drink

2.99
.;1
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Fry
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-FlavorV.
Baked
Fish/Chicken
Meals
Bed of Rice 0
Baked Potato
Green Beans

Ask your stylist for details or call
800-542-5565 for the salon nearest you.
Otter expires July 29, 1995.

'3.99
5anctwich
Chicken '2.39
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'1.79
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Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lynn Pritchett
Rev, and Mrs. Terry Wilson
Long-Pritchett vows
said in home ceremony Anniversary reception
will be held Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Stephen Roberts
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Herndon-Roberts vows
solemnized at church
Cheryl Ann Herndon and Ray Stephen Roberts were married Saturday, April 8, 1995, at 6 p.m. in a double ring ceremony at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy D. Herndon of
Bowling Green. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. James T.
Fain of Lynn Grove, Mrs. Gracie Herndon of Murray, and the late
Barney Herndon of Sedalia.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Roberts of Murray. He
is the grandson of Mrs. Elaine Jones and the late Paul D. Jones of
Kirksey and of Mrs. Mary Roberts and the late Wade Roberts of
Murray.
The Rev. Tom Carey officiated. Music was by Mrs. Jeanetta
McCallon of Shelbyville, soloist, and Mrs. Mitzi Key of Murray,
pianist.
The bride, escorted by her father and given in marriage by her
parents, wore a full-length gown of white bridal satin. Her bodice and
sleeves were lavishly embellished with iridescent sequins, seed pearls
and Alencon lace. A scalloped pearl design accentuated the sweetheart
neckline and drop waist. The back of the dress featured a white bow.
The shimmering full skirt and cathedral-length train were adorned
with lace cut-outs, each enhanced with sequins and seed pearls. The
skin and train were bordered with a scalloped design of Alericon lace
that was also adorned with iridescent sequins.
Her tiered, scalloped veil fell from a wreath of pearls, miniature
white flowers and net organdy. A pouf accented the back of the headpiece and was of fingertip length. She carried a knee length cascade
bouquet of English ivy, white roses, and miniature shasta daisies
accented with pearls and white tulle. For something old and borrowed,
she carried an antique handkerchief belonging to her late greatgrandmother, Mrs. Elmo Fain; something new was her bridal gown;
something blue was a garter.
Ms. Gina Herndon, Louisville, sister of the bride, was the honor
attendant. Bridesmaids were Mrs. Kennita Kind, Athens, Ga., Mrs.
Lori Sheridan, Murray, sister of the groom, Miss Laurel Little, Clinton, Miss.-,lidiss Danette Gray, Princeton, and Miss Tracy May, Louisville. They wore floor-length sheath gowns of midnight blue Georgette, with pearl earrings and bracelets, gifts of the bride. They carried
arm bouquets of white delphiniums and red roses with pearls and
tulle.
Miss Nicole Darnall, Murray, cousin of the bride, was flower girl.
She wore a dotted swiss organdy dress and carried an oval basket with
ivy and tulle and filled with red rose petals.
The groom's father was best man. Groomsmen were Chris Sheridan,
brother-in-law of the groom, John Kelso, cousin of the groom, and
lison Sims, all of Murray, and Jay Suiter, Paducah, cousin of the
groom. Blake Darnall, Murray, cousin of the bride, was ring bearer.
The groom wore a black tuxedo with white vest, tie and single
white rosebud boutonniere. The men attendants and father of the bride
wore black tuxedoes with black ties and cummerbunds and red rose
boutonnieres.
Presiding at the guest register were Miss Amy Martin and Ms. Beth
Peas, both of Murfreesboro, Tenn. The wedding coordinator was Ms.
Sheila Roberts of Paducah, aunt of the groom.
Upon leaving the wedding ceremony, the bridal couple climed
aboard an 1800's Victorian Carriage led by two Dapper gray Perchron
horses, all provided by Frank Rogers of Murray.
A reception followed in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
Assisting were Mrs. Jeanette Fain and Mrs. Patsy Fain, Murray,
aunts of the bride, Mrs. Ruth Hockenberry, Louisville, Mrs. Anna
Jones, Kirksey. aunt of the groom, and Mrs. Carol Suiter, Paducah.
After a seven-day cruise in the Carribean, the couple is now residing at Lawrenceburg.
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner at The Sirloin Room,
Draffenville.
Bridal events included a bed and bath shower at Old Spaghetti Factory, Louisville, hosted by Gina Herndon and Tracy May; a surprise
bridal shower by Amy Martin and Beth Peas at the Martin residence; a
bridal tea at Salem Baptist Church, Lynn Grove, hosted by Jeanette
Fain, Patsy Fain, Gina Herndon and Jo Burkeen; a bridal shower at
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church, Murray, hosted by Debbie
Colson, Shirley Kingins, Gail Poole, Janet Schector, Lori Sheridan
and Janice Wilson; a personal shower hosted by the bridesmaids.

Parker girl born July 7
Tammy Lynette Parker of Rt.
2, Box I92A, Murray, is the
mother of a daughter, Janis Ray
Sunshine Parker, born on Friday,
July 7, 1995, at 1:39 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-

tal. The baby weighed seven
pounds one ounce and measured
19 inches.
Grandparents are Johnny W.
and Charlotte L. Parker, Rt. 2,
Murray.
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We Feature Name Brand Tires
Made in the U.S.A.
Laramie • Remington
Firestone • Michelin

W11.011;

Othilinen
ANNAN
Oak
51,n.t

—Optin Saturdays Until Moon—

Holland Tire Co.

1A7, ;•.1.

East Main • 753-5606
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Ms. Enola Mae Long and Bobby Lynn Pritchett exchanged wedding
vows on Tuesday, June 27, 1995, at the couple's new home at Dexter.
The Rev. Howard Connor officiated at the outdoor ceremony.
The bride wore a navy blue skirt, white blouse and navy blazer,
adorned with a corsage. She carried a white lace bouquet, centered
with navy blue roses, made by Mrs. Tresa Jones. She also carried a
pink silk rose given to her by her new stepson and his wife, Mark and
Virginia Pritchett. The rose was a keepsake from his own wedding
ceremony.
The groom wore navy blue slacks with a white shirt, pin-striped in
navy blue. He wore a white carnation.
Mrs. Glenda (Pee Wee) Elkins, niece of the bride, served as matron
of honor. James Puckett, brother-in-law of the groom, served as best
man. Flower girls were Tiffany Jones, Megan Jones, Tanya McKendree and Kassia McKendree.
A reception followed the ceremony. Several relatives and friends
attended.
The new Mrs. Pritchett recently retired as supervisor from Food
Services at Murray State University after 27 years of service. She is
now employed at Rudy's Restaurant, Murray.
Mr. Pritchett, a former employee of Lassiter-Plaster of Murray, is
presently retired.

The Rev. Terry and Patricia Wilson. 385 Silver St.. Elgin. III., will
celebrate their 35th wedding anniversary on Saturday. July 22.
A reception, given by their children, will be held at 5 p.m. at Trout
Park, Elgin. The celebration theme will be "I Still Do."
The couple was married July 22, 1960, at the home of the bride's
parents on Rt. 1, Hazel, with the late Rev. Harold Lassiter officiating.
Mrs. Wilson, the former Patricia Ann Orr, is the daughter of the late
Fred D. and Naomi OR.
Rev. Wilson is the son of Cyrel and Marion Wilson of Hazel. He is
currently serving as pastor of First Missionary Baptist Church, Elgin,
Ill. He has pastored there for 13 years.
The Wilsons are the parents of four children, Teresa Bragdon.
Rhonda Frederick, Renae McCoy and Russell Wilson, all of Elgin.
Their eight grandchildren are Luke, Nathan, Autumn and Chloe Brag.
don, Seth Frederick, Clint McCoy, and Natalie and Travis Wilson.

Your Health Is Our Concern

Kevin Jeremy Lee is born
Kevin Lee and Susan Marsala
of 217 Fleetwood Circle, Murray,
are the parents of a son, Kevin
Jeremy Lee, born on Friday, July
7, 1995, at 10:02 p.m. at MurrayCallaoway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds six ounces and measure('

FREE DELIVERY

21A inches. A brother is Seth
Andrew Lee. ,
Grandparents are Beverly
Hammonds of Murray and Brad
and Donna Lee of New Concord.

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S.

Invest in Your
Community.
UnalasciMhail
Reaching Those Who Need Help
Touching Ls All

•Comoutenzed Prescr.ct.on Records
'Name Brand & Geneno Drugs
'Over The Counter Preparations
'Health Care Produc'S

.15% Cash Discount On All
Prescnplons
•PCS.Mediment•BC-BC•Pad Slate Aid
'Medical Clams Service

4th St.

753-1462

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
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Delicious
.7Frozen Yogurt
*A & Ice Cream
(

With temperatures msring, it is getting
tough to stay conl. Some trick' for besting
the heat, even in the honest weather, are to
wear cotkin clothes thu absorb manure.
Avoid using spay starches that interfere
with the fabric's ability to breath
Sprinkle moisture ablarbtrtg talc at
before you get dressed.
Wear loose hung clothing with dark:mg
waist bands Cheraw open sandals to help keep
feet cool.
With the humidity up too, a It hard to
keep your makeup nit Try using an oil free
moistunzer under oil free mske-up. Be we
an your face often, as ha weather
to clew
can cauw breakouts.
Drink plenty of liquids on hot day' so
replace the raker Mu.
fat more fruit, and vegetables with a
high watts corrent. Avoid eating ha soups
arid lots of red meat.
Weanng maple separates are grew styles
Ice warm weekends.
Bias cut rayon creped China dresses are
perfect for any occasion the calls far a
dress. Sundresses ere another way to may
cool end gill loot great.
Wondering what length of slum is most
(leering? Stand an front of s 'Terror
wearing a close fining outfit end stretch •
tape measure across the widest part of the
body liatany tin front hip to hip. You can
use this measurement as a guide wherever
you shop for a skirt, shorts or dress. For the
mom flanerng sithouene, choose a at* no
shorter in inches then that meureemem.
Don't forget, we serve lunch every
Friday. The week, Monica Walston has
graciously offered to make ler femme
German open face sandwiches. I ern really
looking(erred to
!hope you can Fen us.
We still have lets of summer nearr.handise to choose from New accessenes are
sensing daily. We past received new elephant end angel jewelry eid worries,
earring, aid bracelets.
Stay timed for seat reek§ fun and
fsawn report, and may coot

eshens is open to the public an
is conveniently located on the secon
floor of the Curris Center.
Monday thru Friday
10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

762-3223
Now Featuring Frozen Yogurt &

.
•

Ice Cream Cakes • .
•..

• -•
S
.

Receive a free gift just by mentioning
you saw this ad!

Freshens®

zr-PremiumYogurt
Outrageous Ice Cream
ASflifT
'444L11,6.1W0'
305 Salt 12111

Murray. KY • 7517441
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Dugger baby girl born
Jessie Ray Dugger of Murray
is the mother of J daughter. lessiLecann Dugger. born on
Thursday. July 6, 1995, at 9:36
p.m. at Murra)-Calloway County
Hospital. The baby weighed six

pounds 13 ounces and measured
19 inches.
Grandparents are Nillie .1 Simmons of Murray and Charles
Dugger of Memphis, Tenn. A
great-grandmother is Mrs. Jennie
Holland of Murray
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Laura Ann Ballard
and Arthur Leo Scott
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Ballard-Scott wedding
vows to be said Aug. 11
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HARDWOOD TILE & VINYL
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WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Sales 8 Installation

Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knighl

Thomas L. and Nancy Ballard of Mayfield announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Laura Ann
Ballard, to Arthur Leo Scott, son of Paul T. and Nancy Scott of
Mayfield.
Miss Ballard is the granddaughter of Brantford C. and Marjorie
McClure of Clinton and Mrs. Rosie Ballard and the late James M.
Ballard, Mayfield.
Mr. Scott is the grandson of Mrs. Opal Stinson and the late Leo
Stinson of Mayfield and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Jackson
Scott of LaCenter.
The bride-elect, a 1987 graduate of Graves County High School, is
a student majoring in Accounting at Murray State University.
The groom-elect, a 1982 graduate of Mayfield High School, is a
1995 graduate of Murray State University with a major in chemistry.
He is employed by SKW Alloys of Calvert City.
The wedding will be Friday, Aug. 11, 1995, at 6 p.m. at St. Joseph
Catholic Church, Mayfield
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
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WAL-MART

MR. BOB BELLEW

• NBA MEDALIST
* 3 TIME PARTICIPANT IN THE ABF
GRAND PRIX TOURNAMENT
Sponsored by:
JohnsonlAtchell/MinnKota, Repel Insect Repellent,
Tru-Turn, WaterGremlin, Normark. Baitmate Fish
Attractant. Eze-Lap Sharpners, Coghlan's Boat
Buddy, Buck Knives, B&M Poles, Spiderwire, Bass
Assassin Lures, Prescription Sportswear.

32 LB THRUST

Worm Hooks
Tru-Turns

RAPALA

WATER GREMLIN

,

$2196

BUCK KNIFE
Fish Locker

$1 96

$1996

iRr Low Prrce

Convenient size, fits in pocket
or tackle box

$584

Choice of s,rek and colors

1H .11 iIIHNIN
T ak,ng the Hassles Out of Boating

RED EYE
Bearing Protectors
The Only Bearing Protector
Guaranteed Not To Leak Grease

Sharpens knives scissors, drill
bits, hsh hooks and more

Bible Study
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open 8 30
National S
a m -4 30 p
TI
Calloway C
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BRIDAL

Pier 1 Imports is pleased
to have Dana Fristoe,
bride-elect of Dan Potts,
join our bridal registry
by choosing pottery and
decorative accessories.

1994 I

Har,,i,i

1994,

ayne Prow Jr.

July 1996, he will be a resident at
Nlallinckrodt Institute of Radiology at Barnes Hospital, St. Louis,
Mo.
Prow is the son of Harold and
Rosemary Prow, Chesterfield,
Mo., and is the grandson of the
late Clyde and Jewell Jones of
Murray, Ky., and the late Harold
and Luccil Prow of Madisonville,
Ky.
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1993 I

University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851
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Fish Attractant
8 oz. Spray
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Everyday Low Pnce

Eze-Lap Diamond
Pocket Stone

$326

• 6 40 ta Test/

COGHLAN
Mosquito Coils
10 Pack

$267

RAPALA
RATTL'N RAP
LURES

$743

BW 4 $1 036

Everyday Low Price

96

Micro Filament Line

BW 3

$896

$296

50T Model

Gary Hayden of Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Markle of
Hopkinsville announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Cynthia Renee Hayden, to Paul Alan Smith, son of Mr.
and Mrs.. Hiram B. Smith of Kirksey.
Miss Hayden is the granddaughter of Mrs. Wilma Hayden of Fancy
Farm and the late 011ie Hayden, and of Mrs. Pearlie Overton of Hopkinsville and the late Rowland (Bud) Smallwood.
Mr. Smith is the grandson of Mrs. Hauteen Smith of Murray and the
late Refus Smith and the late Paul and Sally Bork.
The bride-elect is a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is employed by Kroger of Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1981 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is co-owner of S-N-S Pools at Stella.
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 14, 1995, at West Fork Baptist
Church, Stella.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Black Widow

Gorulno Loathe, Shoal,
Polosned Horned Edge

Combo Pro Pack

59

B&M Poles

6" Filet Knife
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pm.
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Hayden-Smith wedding
vows to be said Oct. 14
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The Hook That
Strikes Back

Dexter Bal
pm

HOUSTON, Texas — Harold
Wayne Prow Jr., Chesterfield,
Mo., graduated with honors from
Baylor College of Medicine on
May 30. He was elected to Alpha
Omega Alpha.
Prow, a grauate of DeSmet
Jesuit High School, St. Louis,
Mo., graduated Summa Cum
Laude from Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn., where he
was elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
He is now doing a Transistional Year at the University of
Hawaii, Honolulu. Beginning in

Bob will be in our store
Thursday, July 21st, 4:00-8:00 P.M.
Friday, July 22nd, 4:00-8:00 P.M.

MINN KOTA
TROLLING
MOTOR

Cynthia Renee Hayder
and Paul Alan Smith

Harold Wayne Prow Jr.
graduates from Baylor
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Thursday, July 20
Coldwater Baptist Church Bible
School /6 30 p m
Kirksey Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p m
Westside Baptist Church Bible
SchooL6 p m
First United Methodist Church events
include Ouilters:9 30 a m
Bible
School/6 p m
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional families/6 . 30
p m /Calloway County Health Center
Info/Carolyn 759-1884. or Nancy,
753-7405.
Murray Kenif‘f Club/7,30
p.m /Calloway Counfy Public Library
Support Group for Blind/6
p.m /Seven Seas Restaurant.
Hazel Center/open 10 am -2 p m for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p m for
senior citizens' activities.
Health Express of MCCHNVal-Mart,
Camden. Tenn /9-11:30 a m and
12:30-2 30 p.m.
TOPS KY #469 meeting/7 p m with
weigh-in/6 p m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Librano.
Murray Country Clubs Men's Stag
Night. Reservations/753-6t 13.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Majestic Steakhouse,
Draffenville.
Murray
Civitan
Club/6
p.m./Christopher's Restaurant.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m/Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p m3Education Unit/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
First Christian Church events include
Singles Study-Support Group/7 p.m.
Shiloh Full Gospel service/7 p m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
m.
Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
First Baptist Church events include
Parents' Day Outt9 a.m and 2:30
p.m.. Lottie Moon Group w/Ruth
Caldwell/1:30 p.m.; BYW Salad
Supper/Overnight Retreat wiCarole
Inman/6:30 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Mass/9 a.m.; Legion of
Mary/9:45 am
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7•30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris, Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580:
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p m /Senior Citizens Center, Benton.

Thursday, July 20
Murray Women of the Moose, 7
p m lodge hall
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 830 a m -4 30 p m
National Scouting Museum open 9
am -4 30 pm Info/762-3383
Mery Griffin Theater3 45 p m 'across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill Info/1-800-935-7700

Church...
FROM

PAGE
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Memphis, Tenn., and Robert Taylor of Ripley, Tenn.
An open forum will be Saturday from I to 2:15 p.m. with
Gary Colley as moderator and
Garland Elkins, Curtis Cates,
Robert Taylor and Keith Mosher
as panel members.
Speakers on Sunday will
include Michael Hatcher at 2
p.m. and Glenn Colley at 2:45
p.m.
This is the 16th annual lectureship at Sunny Slope Church, and
is supported by sister congregations and interested individuals.
For
information
call
1-502-554-2496
o
1-502-554-3387.

By MARILYN ARCOU
Animal Shelter Director
She lived her life at the end of
a four-foot chain. The only way
she could get into her meager dog
house was to back in and leave
her head outside. The chain was
that short. So, instead she lay on
top of the dog house, day and
night, through all four seasons.
We brought her food, straw
and even a shelter. We pleaded
with her owners to take an interest in her, to play with her, show
her love and attention, to see she
was fed and waterd daily and
given the vet care she needed.
Each time we received a call
from a concerned citizen expressing their fear for her and the condition in which she existed, we
explained that we were working
with the owners and monitering
her daily.
Then the heat wave of 1995
hit. There could be no more
negotiating, no more pleading for
her to have water, food, exercise.
On Saturday, we brought her to
the shelter. Her owners said they
really didn't want her any more!
We have now given her the first
in a series of inoculations and
will cut her nails that are so long
• walk. We've bath-

ed and deucked her.
Now we are looking for the
best of families for this sweet
German Shepherd mix whose life
until now was lived on a fourfoot chain. Come to see her. Her
name is "Survivor."

The Animal Shelter on Easi
Sycamore Street. off South
Fourth Street, Murray, is open
from 1 to 5 p.m., Mondai,
through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m
on Saturday. The Shelter is .1
United Way agency.

ANIMAL SHELTER phcto
"Survivor," a German Shepherd mix, Is pictured with Darla at the Animal Shelter.

FOOD STORES
Regular Hours: Mon -Sat. 8-8
Sun. 12 Noon - 6 p.m.

CHAMPION OF EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
Plus While Supplies Last
TNT Temporary Terrific Prices

Fluffy

Fisher Fresh Cut

Want to

Pork
Steaks

Lettuce

Sandwich
Bread
24 oz Loaf

$

-

--
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'Survivor' waiting for home

CALENDAR
July 19
Special Indy.pastors
,.ummuniand churcr.ti,, .
ty Center infod753-6695
Reservations for Christian Women s
Club luncheon on Friday due
tonight/753-3999 or 753-2399
Westside Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p m
Coldwater Bapist Church Bible
School/6.30 p m
Kirksay Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p m.
First United Methodist Church events
,nclude Bible School/6 p.m., Bible
Study/8 p.m
Murray Art Guild open/1-4 pm
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Murray Post Office/
12.30-3 pm
Songfest by Church Women United/
2 30 p m /Fern Terrace Lodge
West Fork Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p m
West Murray Church of Christ
service/7 30 p m
Murray Baptist Mission prayer
service/7 pm
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p m
New Lite Christian Center service/7
pm.
St. Leo Catholic Church Mass/6:30
p.m., Teen Life/7 p m
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p m
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church worship/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Mission Friends, FlAs, GAs,
Prayer meeting/7 p.m , Choir/8 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Library open/6.15 pm.; Youth Prime
Time and Children's Super Summer
Studies/6,30 p.m.; business meeting in
fellowship hall,,6:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Awana Club, Youth Bible Study, College Career Bible Study and Adult
Bible Study/7 p.m
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p m
University Churp of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptis Church Bible
Study/7 p m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/6.30 p m
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m -4:30 p m. Info/762-3383
Thursday, July 20
Calloway County Middle School sitebased Decision Making Council/6 p m
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119
Lb.

1994 Chevrolet Caprice LS
Leather, alloy wheels V-8, auto..
26,000 miles.

'14,904"

1994 Chevrolet S10 Blazer
Emerald green and tan, two wheel drive,
31,000 miles, Tahoe package

iw Jr.

esident at
Radioloit. Louis,

arold and
sterfield,
an of the
Jones of
te Harold
lisonville,

16,849'

I

1994 Jeep Cherokee Sport
Canyon blue, grey interior, 38,000 miles,
tour wheel drive, hill power

16,810"

1993 Cadillac DeVille
26,000 miles, 1 owner, cloth root, leather
Interior, gold package

19,980

1993 Ford F150 XLT
Flareside bed, four wheel drive, 40,000
miles, 351 V-8 automatic

$1

3,84372

1993 Chevrolet Blazer
Four door, Tahoe package, 44,000 miles,
full power, garnet with graphite cloth

$13,804
"

1993 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme
30,000 miles, SL package, white with blue
cloth, 1 owner, new truck trade-in

Gatorade Drink
128 oz. Gallon

$299

Heinz Rick & Rich

Campbells

Barbecue Sauce

Veg. Soup
20

12,804"

Dvrinkles

Peanut Butter Wafers

oz. Can

12

oz. Box

1993 Oldsmobile Ciera
Dark grey green, 44,000 miles, V-6
engine, all the buttons, Solona

$9,98273

1993 Pontiac Bonneville SE
Light beige, beige cloth, 1-owner. New van
trade.

'11,58513

1992 Buick Regal
53,000 miles. gray with burgundy cloth,
power windows, power door locks

$9,327'
9

1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
White with blue leather, new Cadillac trade
in. 50,000 miles

'15,605'

1992 Nissan Sentra XE
Four door sedan, white with grey, 5 speed,
AM-FM cassette, 56,000 miles, clean Mlle
Car

Real Ham Flavor

Prairie Farm No Fat

Smoked
Picnics

Cottage Cheese

$

$5,903
"

1992 Chevrolet 1 Ton Dually
454 manual transmission, Silverado
appearance package, 48,000 1 -owner
miles

816,548'

1992 Chevrolet S10
Extended cab, 4.3 liter, V-6, Tahoe package,
royal blue with blue cloth, 50,000 miles,
$9,804'
titt/cruise

24 oz.

Lb.
•

1991 Olds 88 Royale

se
•
Is
v. 0- 4.- ••••.10•411,...

Brougham package, lull power, 39,000
miles, white with burgandy cloth...............

10,445

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

GO

PEPPERS

AM/ 2420 E. Wood St., Pans
11JPJi 1000
CHEVROLET 1-800-325-3229
642.3900
06.0r

We accept checks for
the
amount
of
purchase only, food
stamps and man
ufacturer's coupons.
Savings up to 40%
on the food you use
the most — 100%
guaranteed!

—

•

11.-.1.••••••••••,
..

SAVE-A-LOT
FOOD STORES
"Our Name Says It All"
12th St. at Storey Ave.
Murray, Ky.

•

Ad Effective
Wed., July 19
Thru
Tues., July 25
We reserve the right
to limit quantities
and correct printing
error,.
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SPORTS
MURRAY

UK, Pitino
named as
defendants
in bias suit
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
coach Rick Pitino isn't making room for
women in his basketball program, according to a sexual-discrimination suit filed by
a former trainer.
JoAnn Hauser
filed the suit in
Fayette Circuit
Court on Tuesday, alleging that
Pitino does "not
want any more
womea involved
in the men's
basketball
program."
Named as
defendants in the
PMNO
complaint along
with Pitino are UK Athletics Director C.M.
Newton, the UK Athletics Association and
the university.
Hauser, who asked for a jury trial, is
seeking to recover actual damages, legal
costs and punitive damages.
Pitino was out of town on a recruiting
trip and could not be reached for comment.
The UK sports communications office said
Newton would not have a comment.
A statement released by the university
said. "We arc truly disappointed that Ms.
Hauser has seen fit to file this suit.
have tried to accommodate her in the athl,
tic department."
Hauser claims that she has suffer,
humiliation, embarrassment, merit..
anguish and unjust physical and ment.
hardship since Pitino recently hired t1
trainer who worked for him at Providen,

III 5.

PRO

Black

MSU rethinks transfer policy
Strickland says JUCO 'loophole'
not acceptable at Murray State
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Junior college athletes looking to
become Racers will need more than a
degree from a questionable two-year
program to gain entrance into Murray
State in the future, athletic director
Mike Strickland says.
"Once we realized what was going
on we had to change our policy,"
Strickland said Tuesday from his office
at Stewart Stadium. "Our policy now is
you have to graduate from the (junior)
college where you played."
Strickland returned from vacation on
Sunday in time to read an article origi-

• See Page 11A

17th hole perplexing
British Open players

nating from the Dallas Morning News.
The article documents "academically
deficient" basketball players gaining
entrance into four-year schools by
using dubious degrees from Kansas
junior colleges.
Three anonymous Racer basketball
players, as well as former Racer assistant coach Nikita Johnson, were
described in the article. Arkansas, Kansas State, Lousiana State and Auburn
were also mentioned.
"It's kind of old news really,"
Strickland explained. "That was an
article we knew was coming for several weeks."

Murray State's involvement in the
"loophole" was announced publicly in
April before new MSU basketball
coach Mark Gottfried was named to
replace Scott Edgar. Johnson, now at
Duquesne with Edgar, became an assistant under Edgar before the 1993-94
season.
Strickland, on a call from MSU
faculty representative Dr. Karl Hussung, learned of the problem — "some
questions about transferring academic
credits" — last fall.
Two players — Dwayne Davis and
Larry Johnson — were confirmed by
Strickland as two of the three players
that attended Independence (Kan.)
Junior College last summer to finish up
Junior college academic requirements.
Fred Walker, the Paducah Sun reported
in this morning's addition, is believed
to be the third.

Davis, who played with Johnson at
Odessa (Texas) Junior College while
Nikita Johnson .was an assistant there
from 1991-93, -. is preparing for his
senior season with the Racers. Larry
Johnson, who received a medical red.
shirt after suffering a stress fracture in
his left foot early last season, was
ruled academically ineligible at MSU
and has transferred.
Walker, who came to MSU from
Chipola (Fla.) Junior College (by way
of Independence) is also expected to
return for his senior season this
October.
"We were fairly skeptical of (the
players') academic work, but they went
to class and did everything Independence asked them to do," Strickland
explained. "It wasn't illegal...it just
doesn't look right."
M See Page 11A

Magic passes on NBA
Business ventures
take preeminence
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Magic
Johnson has decided to pass on the
chance to return to the NBA and the
Los Angeles Lakers to concentrate on
his business ventures.
The playmaking wizard of pro
basketball's Showtime Lakers said
Tuesday he can't give the necessary
100 percent of his energy to returning
to the NBA, and he will focus on his
expanding movie-theater and
Magic Johnson will not return to the
NBA as a player, choosing rather to
concentrate on business.

shopping-mall interests.
In a way, it was the third retirement announcement by the three-time
MVP, who first retired Nov. 7, 1991
when he said he had become infected
with the AIDS virus. After winning a
1992 Olympic gold medal, he
rejoined the Lakers before the
1992-93 season, but retired again
before it started.
Johnson said two months ago there
was a good chance he would make
another comeback as a player with
the team he led to five NBA championships in the 1980s. He made four
other NBA Finals appearances in his
12 years with the Lakers.
"I was really leaning toward coming back and playing," Johnson said
in a statement. "As my business
interests continue to increase, I've
found that I cannot give 100 percent
to basketball, and if I can't give it my

all, it's best I don't return."
Johnson's health is good, and there
were no medical questions involved
in his decision, said his agent, Lon
Rosen.
"He'll continue his basketball
career, just not in the NBA," Rosen
said. Johnson's all-!;tar team will tour
Europe and Asia later this year.
Johnson played in five preseason
games before the 1992-93 season.
But on Nov. 2, 1992, before the season opener, he retired after suffering
a cut during an exhibition game. The
cut sparked concern he might spread
the AIDS virus to other players if
injured.
He also coached the Lakers briefly
near the end of a dismal 1993-94 season and found the experience
unfulfilling.
• See Page 11A

'A family tradition'
41'

By ROBERT MILLWARD
AP Sports Writer
ST. ANDREWS, Scotland (AP) — Masters winner Ben Crenshaw calls the 17th at St. Andrews the most famous hole in golf.
U.S. Open champion Corey Pavin says it usually decides the British Open.
U.S. amateur champion Tiger Woods took his first look at it and
said it was "weird."
The par-4 Road Hole, which has a deep bunker on one side of
the green and a tarmac road and brick wall running alongside the
other, has perplexed and frustrated some of the golf's greats for a
century.
aiming for a sixth victory in 1984 that would have
•1i Tom Watson,
tied Harry Vardon's Open record, pushed his 2-iron too close to the
wall, bogeyed the hole and lost the title to Seve Ballesteros. That
year, the average score on 17 was 4.79, making it likely the toughest hole ever in a major championship.
In 1978, Japan's Tommy Nakajima putted off the green into the
Road Bunkcr and needed four strokes to get out. He wound up taking a 9, falling from contention. Asked if he had lost his concentration, he replied: "No, I lost count."
Avoid the bunker and the danger is landing on the road, which
makes a difficult pitch back onto the green. But even setting up an
easy approach to the green is tough.
"You can't even see the fairway from the tee," Woods said after
his practice round Tuesday. Players have to aim to clear the edge of
a hotel and then land on a narrow part of a mostly hidden fairway.

Montreal's Berry
hits on Cardinals
MONTREAL (AP) — Scan
Berry's bat perks up when Tom
Urbani takes the mound.
Berry drove in three runs and
Moises Alou went 4-for-4 with a
homer and two RBIs as the Montreal Expos beat the St. Louis
Cardinals 5-2 Tuesday night to
split the two-game series.
"This is usually the time I
start to get going," said Berry, a
.196 hitter against left-handers
but a .700 hitter against lefty
Urbani (2-4).
Berry had a two-run double in
the third and an RBI single in the
v fifth that gave Montreal a 4-1

lead
Alou, who broke out of a
2-for-20 slump, also scored three
runs.
Jeff Fassero (9-7) snapped his
personal two-game losing streak,
allowing seven hits and two
walks with seven strikeouts. St.
Louis stranded eight runners, six
in scoring position.
Fasscro was 1-6 with a 6.18
ERA in his previous seven starts
after going 7-1 to start the season. Mel Rojas pitched the final 1
1-3 innings for his 18th save.

Sport of waterskiing comes
natural to Collins youngsters
By BERNARD KANE
Staff Writer
Tyler and Brittany Collins of
Murray began waterskiing at an
early age. They had to: they're
only nine and seven years old
now.
Both Tyler and Brittany arc
competing in the upcoming regionals in slalom skiing in Orlando, Fla., July 27-31, and Tyler
will compete in the nationals in
Palm Beach, Fla., Aug. 7-13.
Brittany skied within one buoy of
an EP rating at an event in Paducah last month, a rating which
Tyler Collins (top) and his sister
Brittany (left) of Murray are both
champion waterskiers,

would have qualified her for the
national competition.
"I've got a picture of Tyler on
my wall at work; it's Tyler in a
diaper, a lifejacket and a pair of
skis," said Tyler's and Brittany's
father, Gary, who qualified for
regionals last month in Paducah
in the jumping division.
"I was 15 months old, and I
just started from the bank," Tyler
said. "My dad taught my mom,
and he taught me, and we taught
Brittany."
Brittany, by contrast, was a
slow starter. She waited until she
was two before she began
waterskiing.
"Yeah, but she's got perfect
M See Page 11A
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FROM PAGE 10A
Murray State's only concern is
the fact that Nikita Johnson,
according to the Dallas Morning
News story, spent a month near
the Independence campus 1110931tonng the three future Racers'
academic progress
Johnson violated the "contact
rule" that coaches may have with
players they have already signed,
according to Strickland.
MSU self-reported the matter
to the NCAA and Strickland
expecu to hear from the NCAA
in the coming weeks.
"Everyone I've talked to
expects it to be a secondary violation," Strickland said of a possible ruling.
Though the Racer basketball
program, coming off its seventh
Ohio Valley Conference title in
the last eight years, is expected to
receive a light sentence from the
NCAA, Strickland said the episode has resulted in policy
changes.
In addition to requiring JUCO

PRO FOOTBALL
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PLANTATION, Fla. (AP) — Bnan Blades was charged with
manslaughter in his cousin's fatal shooting, which police say happened after the Seattle Seahawks receiver took out his gun to confront his brother.
Blades, 29, was in Seattle preparing for training camp, but made
arrangements to return when his attorney was notified of the warrant charging him with manslaughter. a second-degree felony that
carries a maximum 15-year pnson sentence.
Police said Charles Blades', 34, was fatally shot as Brian Blades
tried to intervene in an argument between his brother, Bennie
Blades, a defensive back for the Detroit Lions, and Beanie's exgirlfriend.
TENNIS

Tarango returns, clashes with official
WASHINGTON (AP) — Jeff Tarango, clashing with the umpire
and staging a sit-down protest, returned to singles play in a match
almost as stormy as his default at Wimbledon.
Tarango, who lost 6-3, 5-7, 6-3 to Byron Black in the opening
round of the $675,000 Legg Mason Tennis Classic, argued with
chair umpire Norm Chryst several times and at one point sat down
for several seconds to protest his refusal to overrule.
Tarango was fined $15,000 at Wimbledon and could face further
sanctions once an investigation is completed. Tarango branded
chair umpire Bruno Rebeuh "corrupt," claiming certain players
received preferential treatment from him. Tarango's wife slapped
Rebeuh after the match.
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College in the 1980s. She served
as UK's trainer the past four
seasons.
After last season, Hauser was
reassigned to the women's team
so Pitino could hire Eddie Jamiel.
The school later re-offered Hauser her old job with the men's
team and assigned Jamiel to the
women's team. Hauser declined
the offer.
"We deny any sexual discrimination in this case, and we would
point out that Ms. Hauser voluntarily ended her employment at
UK on June 30," the university
noted in its statement.
In her suit, Hauser alleged in
conversations with Pitino and
Newton that they told her it was
"more natural for a woman to do
women's sports and a man to
handle men's sports."
Pitino and Newton also are
quoted by Hauser in the suit as
saying:
—"A man could handle the
(male) players better."
—"Men would relate better to
a man."
—"Guys won't feel as close to
her as women would."
Hauser said her "constructive

athletes to graduate from .•
school they were recruited
Strickland will require athletes to
get their academic profile in
order "before (MSU) assigns
financial aid (scholarships) or
accepting letters of intent,'
Strickland explained.
"I've been here eight years and
we've had a lot of Junior college
athletes. And a lot of them were
pretty good students," Strickland
said. "We had this one incident
and we self-reported and took
care of things on our end."
As for Davis and Walker,
Strickland said: "People should
not infer that these players aren't
making academic progress —
they are."
Kansas junior colleges were
the target of the Dallas paper's
report, noting that many junior
college athletes from Texas and
Florida find their way to schools
such as Independence and Allen
County (Kan.) Community College after not being able to pass
Florida and Texas junior college
exit exams.

Jane Rogers Ins.
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,
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305 N. 12th St., Murro,
nest to Cenital 21 ,
,,,,, 1 •

discharge" by the university
damaged her reputation and will
limit her job opportunities and
earnings potential.
She also contends that Jamiel
doesn't meet the qualifications
for the job.
Hauser said that he studied
Swedish massage and physical
therapy at a junior college while
she has a bachelor's degree in
health education and will receive
a master's in recreation administration this month. She also
noted that she is certified by the
National Athletic Trainers Association and has been a NATA
certification examiner since 1988.
Jamiel, known as "Fast
Eddie," worked at Providence
the past 12 seasons. He was the
basketball team trainer and equipment manager.
Hauser said in a news release
from her attorney that she understands Jamiel's starting salary is
substantially more than what she
received for the same job.
Pitino was considered a
groundbreaker in 1990 when he
hired Bernadette, Locke-Mattox
as one of his assistant coaches.
She was named women's coach
this past spring.

Eight weeks ago, Johnson
expressed interest in returning as
a player, and the Lakers shared
his enthusiasm. But in previous
considerations of a return to the
NBA, Johnson and others had
expressed concern about the
rigors of an 82-game regular
schedule and the considerable
travel involved.
"We've always said that we're
happy with whatever he wants to
do," said Jerry West, Lakers
executive vice president of

basketball operations. "If he had
wanted to play again, we
would've loved to have had him.
However, we're now very happy
to have him continue to play a
major role with the Lakers as
vice president and part-owner."
Johnson said his venture to
open a movie complex in a predominantly black section of Los
Angeles changed his mind.
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"I'm comfortable with my
lifestyle," said Johnson, who
turns 36 on Aug. 14.

FREE
SPORTS PHYSICALS
for all Murray and Calloway County
student athletes
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"Quick & Paintless
Automotive Dent Removal"
Hail Damage. Door Dings 8 Other Minor
Dents Removed, Mobile Service Available

SAME DAY SERVICE
Rt. 1, Box 45C, Almo, KY 42020
502-759-1274 • Cellular: 853-0631
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•Skiing...
FROM PAGE 10A
form," Gary said. "A judge last
year at the state regionals told me
that if she stays in it her form is
good enough to make her a pro."
As young as the two started
out, the question arises if either
of them have ever been hurt
traveling at 25 to 30 m.p.h. on
the water.
"I took a face plant once (fell
on his face)," Tyler said. "But I
wasn't hurt. It's fun."
In the recently completed state
tournament, both Tyler and Brittany set new state records for
their age groups in the slalom. In
the 1994 southern regionals, held
in Paducah's Twin Oaks Lake,
Tyler placed 8th out of 23 in his

753-9627
L
,
Start? F drill is Ihtifti
Stale Farm Insurance Companies
Horn• Offices Bloomington, Illinois

•Magic Johnson...
FROM PAGE 10A

FROM PAGE 10A

SCOREBOARD

•MSU rethinks...
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age group.
"I'm trying to break the regional and national record in slalom," Tyler said.
When asked about his children's accomplishments. Gary
could barely answer for the proud
smile.
—The thing about waterskiing
is, it's not about beating the other
person," he said. "It's about beating yourself and what you did
before."

4t Tyler Boggess * Josh Burks * Wes Claiborne * Kyle Erwin
8
9
Good Luck In The

Henderson invitational
July 21-22

-5

Murray Muscle
Kentucky League
9-yr -old All Stars
* Dorn Hudspeth * Foster Logan * Greg Ft!,an * Lucas Mathis

tyre Headed
for an
Insta Win!

July 22
8 a.m. -noon
No Afternoon Sessions
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Outpatient Services off 9th Street

fist11100
20,„

Each student must bring a completed and signed
Athletic Competition Health Screening Form

for the

yler on
cr in a
pair of
ittany's
led for
'aducah

and I
" Tyler
MOM,

These will be the only FREE physicals
offered before the 1995-96 school year'

perfect

Uats Crawled Mayfield — Si 000 LOTTO KY
Mini Pollock Mayfield —$2.600 PICK 4
Cart Skinner Murray — S2 900 PICK 4

For more information:
Call the Athletic Director or central office
of Calloway County or Murray City Schools

taught

was a
itil she
began

Recent Area Winners:

Owe Vaelis, Benton — $700 PICK 3
Newel Lam k., Benton — 12.700 PICK 4
Minnie Watt Hazel — $I 000 BINGO
Leon Baker Ledbetter — $I 000 BANKO

Provided as a community service by the
physicians of the Calloway County Medical Society

William Car Paducah — Si 000 LOTTO KY
Monty Slam Murray— $1 600 PICK I
hfillip Crabtree Paducah —
$5,000 POWERBALL
`411111111111111111111111111.WWWIlmmeimimanoiroa-

Kentucky Lottery
Scratch-Off Tickets
Pay Out An Average
$3.4 Million Each Week:
So Stop By Your Favorite Lottery
Retailer Today — You Could Be
Headed For An Instant Win!
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WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE!

DEATHS
Miss Dawn Michelle Hanberry
Miss Dawn Michelle Hanberry, 27, Canton Road, Cadiz, died Tuesday, July 18, 1995, at her home. Her death followed a long illness.
Born Sept. 24, 1967, at Murray, she was a member of New Pleasant
Hill Pentecostal Church.
Survivors include her parents, Jack Thomas Hanberry Sr. and Betty
Lee Jones Hanberry, Cadiz; two sisters, Lisa Carol Hanberry and
Rebecca Diane Hanberry, Cadiz; three brothers, Jack (Tommy) Hanberry Jr. and Steven Wayne Hanberry, Cadiz, and Scotty Lee Hanberry, Owensboro; his maternal grandfather, Come Edmon Jones, Murray; one niece. Kimberly Marie Hanberry; one nephew, Travis Scott
Hanberry.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. David Roy and the Rev. Wesley
Hibbs will officiate. Burial will follow in Trigg Memory Acres.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Raymond M. Lynn
Graveside services for Raymond M. Lynn will be today at 1 p.m. at
Jonesboro Cemetery, Jonesboro, Ill. Hilman-Parr Funeral Home,
Jonesboro, was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Lynn, 77, Rt. 8, Murray, died Monday morning, July 17, 1995,
at the University of Chicago Bernard Mitchell Hospital, Chicago, Ill.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Lou Ann Carver and husband,
Ralph, Hobard, Ind.; three grandchildren, Randy, Harmony and
Micheal; three sisters, Mrs. Viola Rendleman, Caseyville, Ill., Mrs.
Opal Burkett, Benton, Ill., and Mrs. Dorothy Penrod, Anna, Ill.; two
brothers, Paul Lynn, Nturray, and Robert Lynn, Caseyville, Ill,

Miss Wilma Jean Edwafds
Final rites for Miss Wilma Jean Edwards were Tuesday at 2:30 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev.
David Cunningham officiated. Music was by Anita Smith, pianist, and
Jennifer Todd, soloist.
Pallbearers were Danny Adams, Jason Adams, Jimmy Adams,
Butch Reed, Voris Wilson and Roger Wilson. Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens,
Miss Edwards, 42, Rt. 4, Murray, died Sunday, July 16, 1995, at 6
a.m. at her home.

Mrs. Euple Owen Colson
FOR SALE
:
1.E
.
L
IVirtPROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available

Fuelisb Person Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own.

Funeral rites for Mrs. Euple Owen Colson will be today at 4 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Bill Miller
will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mrs. Colson, 88, Mur-Cal Apartments, Murray, died Monday, July
17, 1995, at 10 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray. Her husband, Marvin Colson, to whom she was married for 55 years, preceded her in death.
Survivors include one niece, Mrs. Gussie Henson, Paducah; three
nephews, James Owen, Murray, and J.K. Ross and Thomas Owen
Ross, Texas; five sisters-in-law, Mrs. Tennie Colson, Murray, and
Mrs. Hilda L. Owen, Mrs. Josephine Colson, Mrs. Marie Colson arid
Mrs. Lurlene Colson, all of Paducah.

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011

Daily NI

Natwey

Ship Weekly

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES

12 Month
24 Month
1-1\cd
30 Month

PERU a

5.60% s
5.06% S
5.15% $

Howard Culverwell Sr.
Memorial graveside services for Howard Culverwell Sr. were today
at 10 a.m. at Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church Cemetery. The
Rev. Tim Cole officiated.
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton, was in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Culverwell Sr., 81, Hardin, died Saturday, July 15, 1995, at
6:50 p.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Freida Culverwell; one son, Howard Culverwell Jr., Marshallburg, N.C.; one sister, Mrs. Bessie
Schnick, Michigan City, Ind.; eight grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.

iMUNI
POSIT

500
500

"For the Customer Who Demands the BEST"

Regular:

500

4 Year

5.15')/0 $
5.25% $

500

5 Year

5 350/0 $

500

3 Year

The funeral for Davy A. Osbron will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Roy
Gibson and the Rev. Bob Wiley will officiate. Burial will follow in
Middle Fork Primitive Baptist Church Cemetery.
Mr. Osbron, 48, Benton, died Monday, July 17, 1995, at 7:42 a.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He was the,son of the late Robert Clifton Osbron and Pattie Mae
Easley Jones. Also preceding him in death were his stepfather, Henry
Lee Jones, one sister and four brothers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Darla Harrison Osbron; two sons,
Leonard Osbron and Tommy Osbron, Benton; one sister, Mrs. Jean
McClure, Coldwater; one brother, Wayne Osbron, Kirksey; several
nieces and nephews.

1-5 p.m.
753-2380

1111.1141911.' I--11 p.m. Sat. 9
N. Olympic Plaza

TERM

Davy A. Osbron

64,900

Special:'54,900
Save: 90,000

500

Lot Model Only
512-68-129 moo

3

Boorao• 2 BM (440444Muloly 171011 RI

PRICE INCLUDES;
4 TON CENTRAL A/O
DELIVERY, SET-UP
FIREPLACE
50 GAL HOT WATER HEATER
SHINGLE ROOF
VINYL SIDING
FLOODLIGHTS
DISHWASHER
DELUXE INTERIOR
DELUXE M LDING

v.,,13.1r.m.el
arlata.olprf,ent..pc
nr,opcneil Ifor11 Jul. 15 throuch

k Regular: 963,900
For information on your savings and
investment opportunities, call 753-1893 or
I -S/K). c 1 I 893.

Ii

P Special:

t

53,90O

Save: s10,000

Campaign initiated
for higher education
The Kentucky Advocates for
Higher Education have initiated a
Grass Roots campaign to build
support with the legislature and
the gubernatorial candidates. The
campaign is multi-faceted and
will include resolutions from
Boards of Regents, Faculty
Senate, Staff Congress, Alumni
Councils, and other from Kentucky Universities. The Chairman
of the campaign, Jim Wiseman,
(Toyota, Inc.) will speak in Murray to the Rotary in August and
September. The students of MSU
and other universities will hold
rallies in Frankfort in September.
Remarks from Jim Wiseman are
listed for the campaign.
"When it comes to education,
everyone talks a good game.
Kentucky is considered a leader
in education reform — at least at
the primary and secondary levels.
But, when it comes to supporting
the state's public colleges and
universities, that same talk takes
a walk," the campaign chairman,
Jim Wiseman said.
"In recent years, Kentucky has
neglected higher education.
Although nearly everyone agrees
that the importance of education
is increasing, Kentucky actually
provides fewer dollars for higher
ed now than four years ago.
"This is consistent with a
longer-running trend. Measured
as expenditure per student,
adjusted for inflation, state funding of higher education has been
slashed by 36 percent over the
last 16 years.
"A nationally known education
expert recently profiled higher
education public financing in all
50 states over the past 16 years.
Kentucky has cut funding more
severely than any state except
Alaska.
"Just ten years ago, the state
devoted 17 percent of its budget
to higher education. That number
is now only 14 percent. State
funding now provides only 39
percent of the universities'
budgets, down from 47 percent
ten years ago.
As funding has dropped,
enrollment has sykrocketed — up
40 percent at universities, up 100
percent at our community
colleges.
"Adding to the squeeze, the
prices that universities pay for
goods and services has jumped
149 percent in the past 10 years.
"Taken together, these numbers show that higher education
in Kentucky is in danger of
becoming non-competitive as
compared with the efforts of our
neighboring states.
"To be sure, there's more to it
than money. Our colleges and
universities need to redouble
their efforts to eliminate waste.
Certainly we should review the
structure and governance of higher education to wipe out duplication and in-fighting.
"But discusssions and blueribbon panels — by themselves
will not change the alarming

trends noted above.
"Why is this issue important?
For starters, as most readers of
the newspapers are well aware,
education is among the leading
resources for the promotion of
local and regional development.
"Where I work, at Toyota in
Georgetown, Kentucky, education
is considered extremely important. Of the 6100 Kentuckians at
Toyota, -all have a high school
diploma; half have some college;
and 25 percent have a college
degree or more. Leading Western
Kentucky firms would no doubt
show similar figures," he said.
"Current estimates show that
60 percent of all new jobs require
post-secondary education. Large
corporations and small companies
alike know that an educated work
force is absolutely necessary for
their success.
"The bottom line is this: if
Kentucky fails to offer an excellent program of higher education,
our graduates will not be able to
compete for the best jobs. We've
worked hard to enhance Kentucky's elementary and secondary
schools, and rightly so. Now we
need to realize that education is a
continuum, from elementary
school all the way through college and beyond.
"The Kentucky Advocates for
Higher Education is a citizen's
group that is concerned about this
problem and dedicated to solving
it. We propose:
•Increase state funding for
higher education by 7 percent per
year over the next biennium. This
a modest increase that will only
bring Kentucky to the average
funding level of our neighboring states, but it needs to be
done.
• Increase funding beyond the
average during the second biennium and make a long term commitment that Kentucky will be a
leader in higher education.
• Maintain competitive tuition
policies and boost financial aid to
ensure access to higher education
for all Kentuckians.
We are not looking for a tax
increase. Like most Kentuckians,
we think we pay enough taxes
already. Simply put, we want the
next governor and the state legislature to ensure that higher education is truly a top priority. That
will involve some re-allocation
and tough decisions, but higher
ed simply needs more support.
"Futhermore, we believe a substantial amount of any new
money given to higher ed should
be tied to performance.
"Now is the time for the citizens of Kentucky to make a longterm commitment to excellence
in higher education. If you agree,
let your legislators know. Ask the
candidates for Governor to
pledge their support. In short, let
your voice hcbc heard.
"But don't do it just to help
Kentucky reach the average. Do
it to help Kentucky reach its full
potential". Wiseman concluded.

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

Lot Model Only

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Peoples

Ballard
Calloway Livingston
Marshall
N1cCracken

MEMBERS OF MURRAY LODGE No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons
have been working on roof repairs on the lodge hall on Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road at Johnny Robertson Road. Pictured, from left,
standing, Joe Lasater, past master, Claude Wells, Enoch Kaiser, past
master, Billy Noble, Pete Farley, past district grand master, Max Weatherford, past master, Charles Tutt, past master; seated, James C. Mitchell, Barton Jones, worshipful master, Dan Rodden, and John Salter. Not
pictured is Jody Jones.

Ross Insurance AgenLy
Open 7 Days a Week
(901)644-0012 Hwy. 79 E., Pares, TN 14004334568

Ronnie Ross & Danny
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 am -S 'm.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

600 Main St
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REGISTER TO WIN!
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1GA Cooked
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Pork & Beans
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11 oz
can

Outland

Outland
gets vet
degree
•

AUBURN, Ala. — Julia C.
Outland, formerly of Murray,
received her Doctor of Veterinary
Medicine degree from Auburn
University on June 6 in hooding
ceremonies at the Student Activities Center.
Outland received her Bachelor
of Science degree in Chemistry in
1991 from Murray State University. She was employed by the
City of Murray from 1979
through 1991.
She is the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. J.D. Outland the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Outland. Outland and her husband, Kim Trevathan, also formerly of Murray, are residing at
Knoxville, Tenn., where she is
practicing small animal medicine
and surgery.

Mid-Continent
College approved
for membership
MAYFIELD — Mid-Continent
College was formally approved
for membership in the Association of Southern Baptist Colleges
and Schools at its recent annual
meeting in San Antonio, Texas.
The stated purpose of this
association is "to provide and
maintain an organization through
which educational institutions
located in the territory of the
United States and historically
cooperating with Southern Baptists may work together in promoting the interests of Christian
education."
The association is a non-profit
corporation with directors being
the president and chief academic
officer of each of the member
educational institutions. Stephen
P. Carleton, executive director of
the Education Commission of the
Southern Baptist Convention,
presently serves as executive secretary of the association. Tim
Corts, president of Samford University, Birmingham, Ala., serves
as chairman of the association's
long-range planning committee.
One of the many benefits to
being a member of this association is that it provides information and workshops for such
progrmas as scholarship assistance, legal affairs, adult education, student recruitment, admissions, alumni, public affairs,
faculty development, trends in
management, and a faculty placement register.
Jerry Muniz, MCC's dean of
students, will be attending a
workshop on admissions, July
26-28, at Nashville, Tenn.
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Dr. Pepper

99°

2 liter

Sunshine

Del Monte

Nunn Better

KracklIn' Ration

Catsup

Flour

Dog Food
28 oz
squeeze
bottle

5 lb
bag

Campbells
Turner

Campbells

Assorted Flavor

Gatorade

2% Milk

Tomato Juice

Oriental Noodle

Thirst Quencher

0
R for $1 0

$199

46 oz
ca'

gal

II

111.

I 41-1;1 1°

large
64 oz
bottle

3 oz
Pk

"lr1N/r1\l'in

-Field Pro Leaguer

Wieners
12 oz
pkg

Boneless

Boneless

-$houlder Roast

Chuck Roast

$1 38

18

Registration
underway at
West Ky. Tech
PADUCAH — Registration for
fall classes is underway at West
Kentucky State Technical School.
Admission counselors are
available from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
dailey to go over student schedules. Students can take the
school entrance test at 9 a.m. and
1 p.m. daily. No appointment is
riecessary.
Classes will begin Aug. 10.
The school provides assessment.
counseling and financial aid as
part of student services. Special
computer evening courses will be
offered this fall.
For information call Registrar
Nancy Curtis at 1-502-554-4991.
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WAREHOUSE
TIRE
SOO Industrial Rd.
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111116.11..10164
North 16th St. - across from Sullivan's Golf Course
New 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, whirlpool, gas fireplace, large
deck. 2 car garage.

Students from the Murray
attend Christian Fellowship School,
Draffenville, received academic awards at the close of the school year.
They are, from left, first row, Phillip Ruppel, A and B honor roll, Taylor
Cooper, all As, Shelly Warren, A and B honor roll, Rebekah Ruppel, A
and B honor roll and highest average in sixth grade; second row, Julie
Scruggs. A and B honor roll, Paul Lamb, all As and highest average in
calculus, William Vince, A and B honor roll, Avery Hudspeth, A and B
honor roll and highest average in Algebra I, Charles Taylor, A and B
honor roll and highest averages in Civics and Physical Science, John
Taylor, A and B honor roll and highest average in seventh grade English, History, Math, Typing and Bible; third row, Nick Vince, highest
average in seventh grade Physical Education, and Greg Taylor, A and B
honor roll. Not pictured is Heather McClure, A and B honor roll.

Cartner installed as
KSCPA president, director
•

Friday & Saturday Night
Buffet & Noon Buffet
$5.95 Adult $4.95 (Over 65 Senior Citizens)
*Steamed Rice
*Vegetable Lo Mein
*2 Vegetables *Salad Bar
•Roll •Cake

•Roast Beef .Teriyaki Chicken
•Green Pepper Beef
•Sweet & Sour Chicken
•Ilarn Fried Rice
Hwy. 641 S.
Murray

(502)7513788
(502)753-5986

7 Days A Week
6 a.m.-2 p.m.
5 p.m.-10 p.m.

LOUISVILLE — Michael 0.
Cartner, director of Small
Busienss Development Center at
Murray State University, was
installed as president and director
of West Kentucky Chapter of
Kentucky Society of Certified
Public Accountants at the
KSCPA annual meeting held at
Lexington.
Canner assumed his duties as
president of the 222-member
chapter on July 1. The chapter
includes the counties of
McCracken, .Ballard, Carlisle,
Hickman, Fulton, Graves, Calloway, Marshall, Livingston, Crittenden, Lyon, Trigg, Caldwell,
Christian and Todd.
Cartner. v.ho received his CPA

COME TO THE
MURRAY-CIALT nWAY COUNTY
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JULY 21-29

PROGRA
Friday, July 21
7 DO p.m -A F. 'Skeet" Myers hiOrc,
Pleasure Classes

EVENTS
Nednesday, July 26
00 p m -Closrig-Carnivai Open
7:00 pm -Rodeo

Saturday, July 22
900 am.-Dusty Spurs Annual 4-H Horse Show
'6.00 p.m -Baby Conest, Miss Teen. and Little
Miss & Ni Lovett Auditonum
7 00 p.m -A.F 'Skeet- Myers Horse Show
Running Classes

Thursday, July 27
6.00 p.m.-Closing-Carnival Open
7:00 p.m.-Rodeo

Monday, July 24

Friday, July 28

900 a.m.-Cattle Shows
'7 00 p tr.-Miss Calloway County Fair Queen
Contest, Lovett Auditorium

6:00 p.m.-Closing-Carnival Open
7:30 p.m.-Tractor Pull

Tuesday, July 25
6.00 p.m.-Closing-Carnival Open
7:30 p.m.-Concert featunng 'Vide Open -$500
giveaway dun ng the concert-Must be present to win

Saturday, July 29
6:00 p m -Closing-Carnival Open
7 00 p m -Dernolitian Derby

cenificate in 1989, is a graduate
of Murray State University. He is
a board member of St. John's
United Methodist Church, Hopkinsville, a member of Kentucky
Small Business Hall of Fame,
board member for Leadership
Hopkinsville and a board member
and coach for Babe Ruth
Baseball.
Other officers include Bradley
K. Cornelius, Hopkinsville,
president-elect; Bruce A. Wilcox,
Paducah, treasurer; and Thomas
E. Shirley CPA, Benton, formerly
of Murray, secretary.
The Kentucky Society of
CPAs, with over 4,100 members,
is the statewide professional
association for CPAs.

LONDON (AP) — An American doctor has emerged from the
fog of 19th century London as
the latest suspect in the crimes of
Jack the Ripper, who slashed five
prostitutes to death and terrorized
the streets in 1888.
But he faces strong competition from a string of other candidates ranging from Queen Victoria's grandson to Impressionist
painter Walter Sicken.
A new book by two Suffolk,
England, policemen says American surgeon Francis Tumblety
was a prime suspect in at least
four of the murders. He was
arrested soon after the last murder, but fled to the United States
when he was released on bail.
The London murders then
stopped, but several Ripper-style
murders occurred in Nicaragua
and Jamaica soon afterward, says
the book "The Lodger' by
policemen Paul Gainey and Stewart Evans.
Their theory is based on a previously unpublished letter written
in 1913 by Chief Inspector John
Littlechild, then head of Scotland
Yard's special branch.
Century Publishing, which will
publish the book Aug. 3, says
author Gainey discovered that
Tumblety, who had hoped to set
up a practice in England, hated
women after discovering that his
wife was working in a brothel.
Gainey also says Tumblety had
a collection of wombs in a glass
jar. Four of the Ripper's victims
were disemboweled.
The publishers have not yet
said where in the United States
Tumblety was from or where he
fled.
Tumblety was arrested soon
after the last murder when his
landlady found blood on his shirt.
He was charged with sexual
offenses and granted bail. After
he fled, police failed to find him.
The book says Littlechild's letter was addressed to a journalist.
It spent 40 years in the attic of an

antiquarian bookseller before
being sold to a London bookseller, who contacted Evans because
he is a collector of crime
memorabilia.
The story of the Ripper's horrible deeds, redolent of perversion.
Victorian repression and the
gaslit streets of London's poor
Whitechapel district, has fascinated mystery buffs for a hundred
years, and theories about the killer's identity abound.
One says the Ripper was the
Duke of Clarence, grandson of
Queen Victoria. The duke has
been described as a frequenter of
high-class brothels. He died at
age 28 in 1892, reportedly of
influenza, but theorizers suggest
syphilis migh; have been the
cause.
The Walter Sicken theory suggests the prostitutes were killed
to keep them from revealing that
the duke had secretly married an
artist's model, Annie Crook, and
fathered a child.
Sickert is supposed to have
given art lessons to the duke at
his studio and asked Mary Kelly,
who was to become a Ripper victim, to look after the child.
Supposedly the government got
wind of the affair, and Annie was
whisked away and certified
insane by the queen's physician.
But Mary Kelly told three
streetwalkers the story and they
tried to blackmail the authorities,
according to the theory. Sickert
and the duke's coachman are supposed to have tracked the women
down and lured them into a coach
where they were poisoned and
stabbed.
Another suspect was Montague
Druitt, a failed medical student
a.ld drunkard found dead in the
River Thames soon after the last
Ripper murder.
Dr. Neill Cream was a blackmailer, abortionist and murderer
who was hanged in 1892 and is
supposed to have declared, "I am
Jack the ..." as the trap door
opened and he gasped his last.

AAL sets crime education program
Today no one is immune from
the possibility of theft or violence. Whether someone is a victim or a victor over crime may
depend on what that person
knows.
"Together Against Crime" is a
new 60-minute educational prog-

ram from Aid Association for
Lutherans (AAL). It teaches positive steps that people take to
avoid becoming victims of crime.
This special event will be presented by AAL Branch #5690 of
Murray on Sunday, July 23,
beginning at 11:30 a.m, after the

Steele honored at luncheon
BOWLING GREEN — Beverly Rodgers Steele, formerly of
Murray, was honored by the U.S.
Department of Transportation and
the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration at a Progam of Excellence Awards presentation and luncheon at Washington, D.C., on July 11.
Steele is the director of Bowling Green Police Department's
Traffic Safety Program, recently
reconized as one of 12 such safety oriented programs in the
United States to achieve program
excellence.

Steele, formerly of Murray is
the daughter of Willa Deane Rodgers and the late Sam Rodgers of
Murray. Mrs. Rodgers attended
the events at Washington, D.C.,
with her daughter.
This is the second time in three
years that this educational/
enforcement based program has
received this national recognition.
It was sited as having a wellrounded balance of enforcement,
incentive and educational activities directed to promote safe and
lawful driving.

worship service at Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 100 South 15th
St., Murray.
This program helps people
identify their personal risks and
the risks in their community that
could make them vulnerable to
crime. It also suggests steps to
take to reduce those risks. Scott
Bivins of the Murray Police
Department will also be available
to offer crime prevention tips and
answer questions.
For more information on the
AAL Together Against Crime
program, contact Vicki Riley,
Branch secretary, 753-6712.
AAL is one of the antion's
leading fraternal benefit societies.
It offers educational programs,
community service opportunities
and insurance products to its 1.6
million members nationwide.
Organized into 8,673 branches,
AAL members meet regularly to
carry out educational, volunteer
and fund-raising projects to help
themselves and their communiues, Riley said.
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FREE PARKING!

SAVE '1.00 OFF THE 7.00
ADMISSION PRICE

Saturday, July 22nd • Sunday, July 23rd

THEME: 'Preach The Word"

(With This Coupon) --Save $1.00 off admission to the Murray
I Calloway-County Fair with this coupon.
Please present coupon at sale.
One coupon per person.
I
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Sunday, July 23rd
2:00 p.m."Remember Now Thy Creator"
Michael hatcher. Pensacola. Florida
2:45 p.m. "An Inheritance Incorruptible, and
Undefiled, and That Fadath Not Away
Glenn Colley, Jasper. Alabary,
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SUNNY SLOPE CHURCH OF CHRIST

For further information call 554 2496 or 554-3387

6465 Old Mayfield Rd - Paducah, Kentucky 42003
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ATTENTION PARENTS
Who Did Not Participate
In The Spring Pre-Registration
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Calloway County
Preschool Center
759-9408
If your child is 3 or 4 years old
or will be 3 or 4 years old by
October 1, 1995,
call 759-9408
to schedule an appointment.
Call:
Thursday, July 20 or Friday, July 21
from 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
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Grand jury
indicts two
PRESTONSBURG, Ky. kAP)
— Two eastern Kentucky women
were charged Monday with bilking up to $25,000 [torn a program
that helps needy children.
The Floyd County grand jury
returned indictments against
Sammie Jo Oney, 28, and Tammy
Oney, 24, both of Salyersville.
The women were charged with 86
counts each Involving an elabo'llie scheme to collect money
from Aid to Families with
Dependent Children, or AFDC.
The Floyd County commonwealth's attorney's office alleges
Sammie Oney illegally accessed
the computers of the Cabinet for
Human Resources, for which she
worked. The two allegedly
obtained checks in the names of
17 separate individuals between
April 1994 and February.
Sammie Oney is charged with
unlawful access to a computer, as
well as multiple felony and misdemeanor counts of theft. Tammy
Oney is charged with theft,
forgery and obtaining a fake driver's license to facilitate the
scheme.
Officials could not immediately say if the women are related.

Arraignment
held in jail
PAINTSV1LLE, Ky. (AP) —
An eastern Kentucky man was
arraigned in jail Monday after
reports that the father of his
alleged victim was found hanging
around outside.
Timmy Maynard, 27, of Pigeon
Roost in Martin County, was
charged with murder in the death
of Jeffrey Nelson, 21, of East
Point in Johnson County.
Martin County Sheriff Darrell
Young said he was told Fred Nelson was spotted in the parking lot
of the Big Sandy Regional Detention Center. Young said officials
decided it was a security risk to
take Maynard from the jail to
Martin County, where Jeffrey ,
Nelson was killed.
Johnson District Judge Susan
Johnson scheduled a preliminary
hearing July 25 and ordered Maynard's bond kept at S800,000.
Jeffrey Nelson's body was
found July 8 it a Martin County
strip mine. He had been missing
since June 28,
Martin County Deputy Coroner
Maurice Mills said Monday that
he has a cause of death. But he
said Fred Nelson asked him not
to release details to the news
media.
"We have to honor his
rights," Mills said. "He's really
having a hard time."

§rtpcmy's
Bel-Air Shopping Center,South 12th Street, Murray
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Tape surfaces
after comment
by party chief
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
DemocraTIc Party Executive
Director Jim Amen, who criticized Republican gubernatorial
candidate Larry Forgy and running mate Tom Handy for riding
in a Mercedes-Benz, isn't discussing the subject anymore.
Arnett said the Republicans'
ride in a red Mercedes-Benz convertible in Lexington's Independence Day parade was a snub to
"hard-working Kentuckians who
make and buy American
products."
In a July 5 news release, it was
noted that Lt. Gov. Paul Patton,
Forgy's Democratic opponent in
November's general election,
paraded in "an American-made
Oldsmobile Cutlass."
"I know of no Democrats
worth their salt who would have
the audacity to parade around in a
foreign-made sports car on the
Fourth," said Arnett, who noted
there are historical ties between
Adolf Hitler and the luxury car
manufacturer.
But Arnett apparently did not
check out the car that Patton used
earlier that day for a Fourth of
July parade in Campbellsville. It
was a white Mercedes•Benz.
Forgy campaign supporters
released to the media videotapes
of Patton's ride in the foreign car
after Arnctt's attack.
So is Patton a Democrat not
worth his salt?
"I really don't have any coy
ment," Amen said.
Ted Jackson, Forgy's campaigi.
manager, said the flashy set of
wheels Forgy borrowed for th.
Lexington parade belongs to or:
of his supporters.
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Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday.
July 13, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Lucas baby girl, mother, Renee
Benton,
Benton baby boy, parents, Romaine
and David, Murray.
Lawson baby girl, parents, Dana
and Christopher, Murray
Dismissals
Mrs Elmina Yoder, Ken Breeding.
and Mrs Judy Shankle, all of Paris,
Tenn , Prichard Walter, Mayfield;
Jena West. Hardin. Mrs Mary
Lawrence, Benton, Mrs Floette Noel
Kirksey; Ralph Sloas. Buchanan
Tenn..
Mrs Virginia Kirks. Mrs Bessie
Parker, Mrs Laverne Thurman
George Patterson and Mrs Leslie Parish, all of Murray
• • • •
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Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, July
14, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
James 1..4 Duncan and Mrs Kimberly Miles and baby boy. Dexter. Mrs
Anna Louise Todd, Almo, Charles 0
Malcolm, New Cconcord,
Miss Sandy Boddy and baby girl.
Benton. Mrs Marty L. Bullmer and
baby boy, Paducah; Miss Angel Welch
and Foy baby boy, Sedalia,
Mrs Ruth A Paschall, Begin baby
girl, Mrs. Betty Jean Smith, Mrs Opal
B'ea Hamad, Freed H. Tucker,
Mta Dorothy Guthrie, Mrs Thelma
Aline Welch. Mrs Mane Baker, and
Mrs Edna Roman Benton and baby
boy, all of Murray
• • • •
Three newborn admissions,
dismissals and one expiration at.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday. July 15, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Barnett baby boy, parents. Crystal
and Donald Jr. Spnngville, Tenn
Johnson baby boy. parents, Belinda
and Richard, Calvert City;
Rowland baby girl, mother. Jill,
Xilmo
Dismissals
Mrs Monica Wright and Joseph
Gibbons, Dexter; Mrs Rebecca
French and Joe Bucy, Pans, Tenn.;
Mrs. Bonnie Nelson, Almo; Miss
Amanda Knight, Farmington; John Terry, Sedalia,
Mrs Patricia Cornelius, Mrs Anita
Perry, Mis Dana Lawson and baby
girl, Ryan Dickerson,
Mrs. Ora Farris, Mrs. Ernestine
Chambers and James Mauzy Jr., all of
Murray
Expiration
Mrs Frances Kathleen Green,
Murray.
• • • •
Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, July 16. have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Arnold Bockman, New Concord.
Mrs Rene. Lucas and baby girl and
7,ody Steele. Benton,
Mrs Etna Story, Almo, Miss Merell
Edith Orr, Hazel: Thomas Hart and
Charles King, Paris, Tenn
Evan Embry. Miss Elizabeth Balmer
Miss Eugenia Colbert, Charles Pate,
and Mrs Lee Ann Staples, all of
Murray
Expiration
Hugh Osborn, Hazel

Hello
Stranger!

4/$1

$3
1

Newborn admissions
Bullmer baby boy, parents. Doug
sid Marty. Paducah
Bobby baby boy mother. Sandy
iienton.
Foy baby boy, mother, Angel Welch,
Sedalia
Miles baby boy parents Kim and
.Tharies, Dexter
Dismissals
Bobbi Black. Benton, Steven Goad,
asrningion Mrs Patricia Lash. Paris.
Tenn . Mrs Marilyn Duckett. Calvert
City,
R'onald Gloyd. San Antonio. Texas
Mrs Glada Buchanan, Dexter, Miss
Lauren Johnson, Almo. Hiram Smith,
Kirksey,
Willie Williams, Dresden, Tenn .
Mrs Jean Dickerson, Martinsville. Vs
ra Joe Wadklns. Hardin;
Miss Rebecka Cloud and Scott baby
;irl. Mrs Della Taylor, Miss Amy
McDougal, John Scarbrough, Mrs
Joyce Poco,
Mrs Ann Rose, Mrs Euple Bean
Miss Antoinette Porter and Coleman
•)aby girl. and Mrs Elizabeth Holcomb,
all of Murray
• • • •

num VALENCIA

ORANGES

Searching for answers to all
those who/whatAwhere questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative. It's my Job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringing you some usaul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call..

9/{irconiefoit
1.1m1•111

C6/16/41 MI VII
1111.1111.111 Ingotarg /Iry .00 11.14A

SUBSCRIBE
•••

41........••••••••••••••••••-...
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Kemp.From candidate k tax reformer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Jack
Kemp could have been a presidential contender. Instead, he is
chairman of a Republican tax
reform commission and, he says,
much happier than he would have
been on the campaign trail.
"I'm about ready to yell, 'Free
at last. Thank God almighty, I'm
free at last.'" he said in an interview. "This is what 1 enjoy
doing."
The 60-year-old former New

York congressman, housing secretary and pro football quarterback took himself out of the presidential race in January, citing an
unwillingness to raise the money
for a serious challenge.
Since then, he's generated
more headlines than many of the
remaining candidates, serving as
chairman of the tax reform commission appointed by Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole, R Kan., and House Speaker Newt

Gingnch, R-Ga. He's also acted
as a liaison between the GOP
leadership and District of Columbia officials struggling to manage
the city's fiscal crisis.
Arguably, his position as chairman of the 14-member National
Commission on Economic
Growth and Tax Reform gives
him a more central role in shaping presidential debate than he
would have had as one of the
many GOP candidates.

Tax reform, he says with charactensuc hyperbole, "will be at
the epicenter of this post-Cold
War revolution."
At the very least, Republicans
hope that tapping into voters'
antipathy toward the income tax
and the Internal Revenue Service
will help them recapture the
White House and strengthen their
hold on Congress.
"The purpose of the commission is to come up with a 21st

century tax code. We're going to
do it and it's going to be the centerpiece of the campaign," Kemp
said. "I would hope we have a
'Contract With America 11' for
'96."
The commission is conducting
hearings in Washington and
around the country this summer,
gathering evidence for scrapping
the current tax system. It then
will turn to formulating recommendations for a new one, mak-

Sale starts July 20 at Your Local Sears in Murray, KY.
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3 days only! Save'60
Whrte-or -while forge capacity
washer with automatic temporcrture
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with adjustable glass
shelves, gallon door
storage Twin crispers
with humidity control

0-.eat option pots and pans cycle
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1349.99 riwOu22

Save $200

Save *350
Craftsman 19-HP, 42-in, lawn tractor
with Briggs & Stratton l/C Gold engine

! Craftsman 15-HP. 42-in lawn tractor
has a 6-speed transaxle with reverse

LOWEST price ever!
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Soars tow pric•

4 5-HP. 22-in hi-wheel mower 14-in
diameter rear ball bearing wheels provide
excellent maneuverability in rough terrain
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Panasonic
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Save *20
Our most affordable
tool storage combo
has a 4-drawer chest
and 2 drawer cabinet
Over 10.000 cu in
of storage
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ing its report by November, in
plenty of time for next year's
pnmaries.
"We are going to tear apart the
whole tax code ... and draft ... a
radically dramatic reform,"
Kemp said.
He said he's keeping an open
mind on what that radical reform
would look like, but it's no set. re t
that he likes House Majority
Leader Dick Armey's flat tax,
which would eliminate taxation
of individuals' investment income and lower rates on wages to 17
percent while getting rid of virtually all deductions and credits.
Kemp has been associated with
tax issues for years. As a congressman, he campaigned in the
1970s for cutting tax rates, arguing it would stimulate the economy and bring in just as much
revenue. The idea was embraced
by presidential candidate Ronald
Reagan and enacted in 1981.
Tax-cutting was good politics
for Republicans in the Reagan
era, and it was politics as much
as policy that drove the creation
of the Kemp tax -reform
commission.
"Part of the purpose was political, to involve Jack Kemp in the
Dole campaign and to neutralize
him with a political plum," said
J.D. Foster, executive director of
the Tax Foundation, a businessfinanced research organization.
"I assumed at the outset the
deal for Kemp was, 'If the commission does well and you don't
mess up, you have the inside slot
for Treasury secretary." Foster
said.
However, there could be political danger in tax reform for
Republicans if the public turns
against it in response to lobbying
campaigns by groups that benefit
from the most popular deductions, such as the real estate
industry and charitable
organizations.
"Throw your mind back three
years and you'll recall everyone
was for national health care
reform," said economist Henry
Aaron of the liberal Brookings
Institution.
It remains to be seen whether
the GOP leaders in office will
continue to share Kemp's enthusiasm after the election, when
they would have to face down the
special interests.
An exchange between Kemp
and Gingrich at the commission's
first meeting seemed to capture
the ambivalence.

Owned & Operated By: Opal Hart
Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY
Phone: 753-2310
Hours: Mon.-Sat, 9-6, Sun. 1-5

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
472
V Q J5
• A Q 10963
492
EAST
WEST
4..31096
Q85
•9842
•K 10 6
• K 85
+72
4Q 7 4
4J 10 6 3
SOUTH
A K 43
it A 73
•.74
+A K 8 5
The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
1•
14
Pass
2•
Pass
Pass
14
3 NT
Opening lead - two of hearts.
Assume you're in three notrump
and Westleads a heart,on which you
play dummy's jack. If East cover,r
with the king, you have an easy time
making 11 tricks. You win with the
ace, lose a diamond finesse to East's
king, and eventually wind up with
five diamond tricks, two spades,two
hearts and two clubs.
But if East plays low on the jack
of hearts at trick one, as he should,
you go down against proper defense.
When you later lead the jack of dia•
monds, East ducks, and from that
point on you're in trouble, since you
can't bring dummy's diamonds home.
However, if you play the hand
more carefully, you can't be stopped
from making five notrump. The
proper play from dummy at trick one
is the five of hearts, not the jack!
Observe the effect of this -pl'ay.
You win East's ten with the ace,lead
the jack of diamonds and finesse. If
East ducks, you try another finesse,
losing to the king. East's return is
immaterial because, whatever he
does, you cannot be denied access to
dummy with either the queen orjack
of hearts to score your five diamond
tricks.
A low heart play from dummy at
trick one is obviously correct if you
stop to consider the play of the hand
as a whole. It guarantees at least 11
tricks, regardless of how the cards
are divided. The same cannot be said
about putting up dummy's jack.
But the sad fact is that many
declarers would impulsively play the
jack of hearts tn. trick one and, after
East followed low,then start to think
about how to play the hand. They
would play :n haste but repent at
leisure.
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ADVERTISEMENT FQR
FOR
CALLOWAY COUNTY DETENTION CENTER COMPLEX
BID PACKAGE I/22 - STRUCTURAL STEEL, JOIST, DECK AND MISC. METALS
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
SECTION 00010 - INVITATION TO BID
INVITATION:
Sealed proposals, in duplicate, for the referenced work will be received by the Calloway County
Fiscal Court, Office of the County Judge Executive, Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South 5th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 in the manner and on the date hereinafter specified for the
furnishing ofall labor, materials,supplies, tools, appliances,equipment, services,etc., necessary
for the construction of the Calloway County Detention Center as set forth in the Contract
Documents as prepared by Architecture Plus, Inc., 112 North Court Street, P.O. Box 511,
Georgetown, Kentucky 40324-0511, telephone number 502-863-9454 and under the terms and
conditions of this Advertisement.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The project consists of a County Detention facility for the Calloway County Fiscal Court. The
building is approximately 27,600 square feet, primarily constructed of Masonry. Security
equipment and specialties as well as mechanical and electrical systems are within the Scope of
Work. The site is located on Fourth Street behind Madison Motor Company at Spruce Street.
METHOD OF RECEIVING BIDS:
Bids will be received from all Contractors on a lump sum basis for the total project. Bids shall be
submitted in the manner herein described and on the Form of Proposal included with the
conditions and specifications and shall be subject to all the conditions as set forth and described in
the Bid Documents.
NOTE: Failure to utilize the Form of Proposal set forth in the Bid Documents will be cause for
invalidation of the bid.
METHOD OF AWARD:

1DGE

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS REVIEWED:
Specifications, plans, and contract documents may be examined at the following places:
I. Office of the County Judge Executive, Hon. J.D. Williams, Calloway County Courthouse, 101
South 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
2. Architecture Plus, Inc., 112 North Court Street, P.O. Box 511, Georgetown, Kentucky 403240511.
3 Associated Builders and Contractors of Kentucky, Inc., 10801 Electron Drive, Suite #308,
Louisville, Kentucky 40299.
Associated Builders and Contractors of Kentucky, Inc., 1440 Campbell Lane, Suite #500,
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42104.
4 F.W. Dodge McGraw Hill Information Services,303 N. Hurstbourn Lane,Suite 265, Louisville,
Kentucky 40222

EAST
J 1096
K 106
K 85
Q 74

Invitation To Bid
Surplus Vehicles
The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for the sale of
surplus vehicles for the Calloway County
School District until 10:00 a.m. August 4,
1995. Specifications are on file in the Calloway County Board of Education office building, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms at this location.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or
all bids and waive any irregularities in
bidding. The Calloway County Board of
Education is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Invitation To Bid
Band Uniforms
The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for the sale of
surplus Band Uniforms for the Calloway
County School District until 10:00 a.m. July
26, 1995. Specifications are on file in the
Calloway County Board of Education office
building, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms at this location.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or
all bids and waive any irregularities in
bidding. The Calloway County Board of
Education is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Invitation To Bid
Fleet Insurance
The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for Fleet Insurance
for the Calloway County School District
until 10:00 a.m. July 28, 1995. Specifications will be on file in the Calloway County
Board of Education office building, 2110
College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, and
interested bidders may obtain the necessary
forms at this location. The Board reserves
the right to reject any or all bids and waive
any irregularities in bidding. The Calloway
County Board of Education is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

F.W. Dodge McGraw Hill Information Services, 1133 West Mill Road, Suites #106-107,
Evansville, Indiana 40710.
5. Builders Exchange of Louisville, 2300 Meadows Drive, Louisville, Kentucky 40218
Plans and specifications may be obtained from Architecture Plus, Inc. 112 North Court Street,
Georgetown, Kentucky 40324, (502) 863-9454 in accordance with the following deposit and
charge schedule:

Initial Set

DEPOSIT

REQUIRED ON

REFUNDABLE

$100.00

1 complete set

$75.00

All checks shall be made payable to Architecture Plus, Inc. If plans and specifications are to be
mailed, arrangements must be made with Architecture Plus, Inc. A separate non-refundable
check for $15.00 per set shall be made payable to Architecture Plus,Inc. No plans or specifications
shall be mailed until receipt of checks.

3

Plans, specifications and all addenda must be returned, at the plan holder's expense, in usable
condition within thirty(30)calendar days after the closing date of receipt of bids to Architecture
Plus, Inc., 112 North Court Street, Georgetown, Kentucky 40324. No bidding documents will be
released by the issuing authority commencing five(5)days prior to the date of the bid opening.
BID SUBMITIAL:
CONTRACTORS MUST SUBMIT THEIR BID IN A SEALED ENVELOPE.
SEALED BID FOR: CALLOWAY COUNTY DETENTION CENTER

The Crittenden County Public Library is
accepting bids for Mantles and Trim from
100 year old house. Bids can be mailed or
faxed to the Library until 3:00 p.m. July 27,
1995. The Library reserves the right to
accept or reject any or all bids. The best bid
will be accepted at the Library board meeting July 27, 1995 at 5:00 p.m. Bids can be
mailed to:

PLACE: WEARS COMMUNITY CENTER
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Bids, upon their receipt by the Calloway County Fiscal Court, are stamped showing the hour and
date received. Bids received after the scheduled closing time for reception of bids will not be
considered provided any legal bids have been received on said referenced invitation.
Only those contractors who have obtained Contract Documents directly from issuing authority
will be eligible to submit a proposal for this project
BID WITHDRAWAL:

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads.
hot sandwiches gyros 8
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804
TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST

BONDING:
All bids shall be accompanied by a bid guarantee of not less than five(5%)percent of the amount of
the base bid. One Hundred(100%)percent Performance and Payment Bond shall be furnished by
the successful bidder. All bonding and insurance requirements are contained in the Instructions
to Bidders and/or Conditions.
RIGHT TO REJECT:
The Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves the right to reject any and all bids and to waive all
formalities and/or technicalities where the best interest of the owner may be served.
GENERAL INFORMATION:
The listing of major sub-contractors, unit prices and selected materials and equipment lists are
required to be submitted with the bid. Additional materials and equipment lists will be required
to be submitted within two 2)hours of the reading of the bi ds by the low bidder as described in the
Form of Proposal.
It is imperative that a Representative be present at the Bid Opening for any company submitting
a Bid. The Representative must be in a position that he/she can answer any and all questions on
behalf of company, in regards to this project and questions that may arise concerning his/her
company.
WAGE RATES:

COMING this month all day
Saturday work shop seminar Learn how to turn your
life from negative to posi
thre Discover how to get
the things you want and Ise
the life you desire Call
immediately for registration
details Hurray spaces limited 759-2295
DEPRESSION stress
PM-S. aging menopause
Counseling center
759-2295

Monthly income
available'

100% investment
grade assets1
Substantial penalty
lor early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

MONEY, career, marriage
or family problems
759-2295
WEIGHT loss, stop smoking and bad habits
759 2295
OSA

Lost
And Found
LOST 2 children's lute ves
on July 15th Sat, 1 Poca
hontas, 1 Power Ranger
Lost on Hwy 94 between
Lynn Grove 8 Wildcat
Please call 435 4479

Help Wanted
Circulation Department
Part-Time Early Morning Hours
25-30 Hours Per Week
Apply In Person At Front Desk,
Ask For Jeff.

an
idath

must be
Card of Thanks
from Me family of
Dorothy Nell
Higgins
We would like to
thank our friends
and relatives for the
beautiful flowers,
food & words of
condolence during
our time of sorrow
We appreciate everything you did for
us. God bless each
one of you.
Ronda Morris
& Family

without
supervision, must have
own transportation
753 3018

_
GOLF course maintenance
employees needed sea
sonal employment.
40 46hrsiweek Oaks
Country Club 753 6454 at
753 2182

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
•

A Southern
Baptist School
-f
OPEN FALL 1995

Enroll Now Grades K 6
Located at Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Near Southwest Elementary

753-6487

The family of
Mniirle Winchester
wishes to express
our sincere thanks
to everyone for
their kindness. the
flowers,
cards,
prayers and food.
Thank you to Drs.
Hohrrtan.
Quer
terrnous
and
the
PPool.
Emergency Roam
staff, the Coronary
Care Unit, and the
second floor nursing staff and Rev.
Rumble. A special
thank you to LowSon
WWlamson.
John Denham and
Roy Gibson for
their kind words,
to Alpha M. Rash
and Darrell Gib
sort for the music,
and the staff of
Blalock-ColemanYork
Funeral
Home.
God Bless You,
Joe Pat & Family
Will T. di Family
Sue do Family
Betty di Family
Bill di Family
Joyce do Family
The Hal Winchester
Family

437-4432

Boy Scout Troop 112 is in
need of scout uniforms
and camping supplies for
underprivileged scouts
attending summer camp.
To schedule a pickup call
Ron Ball 753-7990.

ATTENTION!!!
Lose Weight 8 Feel Great
With The Incredible
Emusol MIcellIzatIon Plus
Herbal Break Through
100% Natural, 100% Dr. Recommended
100% Money Back Guarantee
Free Product Available
Cali Your Local Distributor
1-800-975-7250
We Accept 4:1:

VISA

Help Wanted
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help If you
are enetgetic, enthusiastic and like 1:,,ople we
would like to meet you
Positions available

•• Manager
• Assistant Manager
-tz Crew Leaders
Apply in person at the Benton, Calvert City, and
Mayfield Kentucky Fned Chicken restaurants,
E0Elkitif

KFC
REGISTERED NURSES

$1000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes Free info Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Aladdin, Dept
45, 302 N AS Dr Suite
171, Corpus Christi. To
78418
ACCEPTING applications
at Dutch Essenhaus
753-2334
APPLY now state certified
Southern Baptist teachers
K-6 Emmanuel Baptist
Academy. applications
available at Blood River
Baptist Association Building. Hardin, KY or call
753-6487 or 437-4432
ASSISTING elderly lady
lhr 600- 700 each morn rig for a 8250 rent free apt
Call 753-7400
BIG Apple Cafe Puryear,
Tn, is now hiring kitchen
help, part time or full time
Apply in person after llam
1901-247-5798
CARPENTER needed,
must have minimum 3yrs
experience in commercial"
residential construction
Call tor intervew 753-0834
COOKS 8 dishwashers for
day 8 night shifts for Murray
8 Hazel restaurants Apply
in person Ann's Country
Kitchen
FULL time maintenance &
grounds person, $5 50/hr
plus benefits
Call
753-8556 between 8 12
1 4 EOE

The Purchase District Health Department
seeks applicants for registered nurse vacancies in our Home Health Agency. A
register of applicants is being established to
fill positions in Marshall and Calloway counties as well as vacancies due to expansion
in other counties. Part-time and PRN positions could develop into full-time. Kentucky
nurses license required. Experience desirable, but not required. Salary based on
education and experience ranges from
$10.84-$12.54 hourly. Applications may be
secured at any area Health Center or at the
Purchase District Health Department Administrative Offices, 320 North 7th Street,
Mayfield, KY 42066. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Take a Giant Step
for Your Career!

SHOe

sensarion

Jan the strorgost real shoe Isom in Oa ladrou
We we in smith a awesome reacatatle 'Chant
io start so manager trainee a train 3-6 morns before
pronoun a store mirage, Premos shoe ot
'pewee a plus NOMA menage:neat experience a MUST'
We otter SALARY PLUS BENEFITS, PAID VACATION, GROUP HEALTH, SPECIAL EMPLOYEE
DISCOUNT, OPPORTUNITIES TO GROW
SEND RESUME TODAY!
Shoo Sensation
Chestnut Hills Pi1121
7u1111 N. 12thSi.
ENTERPRISES .S Nry. 441 Ky. Nary. 121
INC.
Murray, KY 42071
Attn: Area Director,
Rocklin Russell

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave. • Murray

Kentucky Prevailing Wage Rates are not applicable to this contract.

NOTICE

Aren't You 9W
Kentucky
Glad There's The
Network

Holp
Wanted

rpa
GE,nabdNa,.EngwieRA
ottolurLonoglm,ngoad:eknpu

Guaranteed 5 years

100% remsuredl

No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of sixty(60)days after the date set for the opening of
bids. Clerical errors and omissions in the computation of the total lump sum bid shall not be
cause for withdrawal of the bid without forfeiture of bid bond. Bids may be withdrawn in person
prior to the closing date for receipt of bids.

as
Card
T bards

Crittenden County Public Library
204 West Carlisle
Marion, Kentucky 42064
Phone - Fax 502-965•3354

BID DATE AND TIME: JULY 28, 1995, 1L-00 A.M., LOCAL TIME

East
Pass
Pass

Lewd
Notice

Award shall be issued on the lowest responsive bid price by a responsible bidder.The Bid Proposal
will contain all qualifying requirements and forms.

OBTAINING PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS:

r.n Kemp
mission's
3 capture

78

WEDNESDAY JULY ,9 1995

Anyone who has brought In
pictures to the Classified Dept.
for birthdays, Grandparent's
Day & etc. please stop by and
pick them up.
Thank You
Classified Dept.

In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities,
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Friday. First/Second/Third)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-1 p.m./6 p.m.-10 p.m.)
Starting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and $5.34)for
Sand 4 hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment offer a
top pay rate of 58.58 plu.s a comprehensive benefit package_
If you've got what it takes to wort with the world's best toymakers,
please contact:
Murray Employment Ageacy
201 So. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
759-21SO
An Equal Opportunity Fintpkiyer AVFMN

8B

WEDNESDAY, JULY 19, 1 995

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

:•
320

ISO

Articles
For Saw

Kelp
Wanted

HAIR Designer needed
booth rental or commis
sion Clientel not a must
etair Factory talk to Chen
759 1100

NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESS
ING MORTGAGE REFUNDS OWN HOURS
(714)502 1520 EXT 1209
LAW ENFORCEMENT (24 HOURS)
JOBS NO EXP NECES
SARY Now niring US cus ROOFERS needed pay
toms °Mears Etc For into based on experience
call 1219)7940010 ext 559 8154
3007,8am to lOpm 7 days
ROPER S Donut Shop ac
cepting apple-aeons dam,
LAYOUT carpenter & La
2pm shifts Cook,
6am
borer
needed
help Apply
502 527 3708 call after clerk & counter
un perSOO
7pm

* Quality Sound & Lighting Since 1980 *

Sound Wove Productions
Mobile DJ and Sound Reinforcement Services
Quality sound and lighting for all occasions
Hundreds of song titles available in all styles
of music from the 50's to the present_

For Bookings Call

753-2981
County Line Produce
Opening for Season

Sweet Corn1.5OIdoz.
Other varieties of sweet corn &
vegetables available soon.
121 North Graves Calloway
County Line Road
Open 7 days a week

"POSTAL JOBS"
Postal Service soon to accept
applications.
*$12.68/HR
Men/Women 18-65
*Full Benefits
No Layoffs
For an application and exam information, call (219) 791-1191, ext.
P-37. 8 a.m.-8 p.m. 7 days.
POSITION VACANCIES
The City of Murray has the folloveng vacancy as listed
1
Welder (pipeline ceroficabon required) Salary
$15 000-$19 000 deplaning on ex penence and quail
caters
Job appecaeons and description for the above listed
posieons we &valet«e at the City Clerk's office located
at Sth & Poplar Streets in the City Hall Building
Deadline for accepong applicaSons a 500 pm July
24 1995
The City of Murray san Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug screening will be required of all applicants

LAW ENFORCEMENT
TECHNOLOGY
COORDINATOR- 10
month faculty position for
academic year 1995 96
Master's degree in .3riminal
Justice/ Related held or this
velem required Applicant
should have a working
knowledge of vie criminal
lustros System Community
College or related teaching
experience helpful Applications shoed be received
by August 2, 1995, but the
position will remain open
until tilled Submit letter of
application, resume, three
reterence letters and oft
cial transcript to Dr Robert
Dean of
J
Deger Jr
Academic Affairs, Medisonvile Community College. 2000 College Drwe.
Madisonville, Ky 42431
MCC is an AA EO employer and invites female
arid minority applicants
NURSES Aide" CNA Will
train and work all shifts as
needed Not a fplItime position Need a mature flexible
person who would enjoy
working with the elderly in a
pleasant enviroment Own
transportation & telephone
required Call Glade Dodd
at 753-7109 for appoint•
ment EOE
PRE School teacher for private program BS in Education or related area required Great opportunity
or creative & innovated
person Call 489 2741
PRODUCTION PERSONNEL Day shift benefits after probation period Production pay can make up to
$7 75itir after 30 days with
company Apply in person
at Mid- America Homes,
Inc , Hwy 641 Bypass. Ben42025
KY
ton ,
Mid 502-527-5006
America Homes is an Equal
Opportunity Employer
SAFETY advisors.
$21501per mo Company
will train, call Mon-Fri
only
9am-lpm
502-759-9130
SINGERS, SONGWRITERS, COMEDIANS,
MODELS, ACTORS ACT
Talent Development in assoaatton with GCN Audio &
Video Productions, looking
tor new talent to develop
Auditions Friday, July 21st,
4 8pm
Hampton Inn
'5101 Wood St(Hwy 79),
Paris,
Tn
Call
615-865-8330
SONIC of Murray now hirIng all shifts, carhops &
cooks Must be able to work
weekends Apply in person
!pm- 5pm Mon thru Fri,
Sonic of Murray

Ness
Fundshia.

BLACK leather sofa lyr
John Deere riding lawn
FTIOVeef 489 2335

Old

BRAND new Nordic track
pd $350 will sell for $250
Also 19- color tv $50
753 6655
FOR sale
436 2326

AC S

FOR sale almost new wed
ding dress Call 759 2541
or 759 9215 leave
message
GE CAMCORDER bag
tripod and accessories ex
cetrent condition $400 Call
753 1660 after 5pm or
leave message
GENERAL Electric 18,000
BTU air conditioner used
Li-, summers $250 Call
759-9091
GIGANTIC 50% off sale
everything in the store ex
cept shoes Wedding,
prom. pageant & party
dresses veils, hats, slips &
bra's Greatest sale of a
lifetime Starting Monday
July 17th everything goes
All sales final Images' Mr
Tuxedo. 916 S 12th St
Bel Alf Shopping Center
759-4104
GOOD clean used lawn
mowers, clearance prices.
J D Cub, Sears & others
Hutson Ag Equipment
247-4456
KENMORE 16 cu ft chest
type freezer, $250 Call
753-1660 after 5pm or
leave message

NEW baby stay in place
walker with treadmill ac
Don 525 492 8333 after
GP/T1
NEW large dog house $50
New kerosene heater, $75
Fireplace insert, $50 Oak
coffee table $25 Ski ma
chine $125 759-2039
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36 out to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and gaNalurrie Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489 2724
OLD exercise bike in fair
condition $20 Call
759 9215
VCR TV cabinet, coffee
table pitgroup all for $125
2 air conditioner, $50iea
Call 759 2527
YARD tractor, 16hp runs
and mows good $550
753 8292

TWO nearly new swivel
rockers $75 each Call
759-1628 alter 5pm

4
p5
rOu Fan
ARdNtAhLyd
L r0,
5 p lee
:
ores runs and looks great,
$ 2 9 00
3 28 8 3 8 1
evenings
D-6 DOZER cable blade,
good condition $6 400
753 0521 days 436-2165
nights
FARMALL model Super C
runs good 436 5537
MODEL 30 Massey Ferguson several implements
with it 489 2671
zoo

101
146 CU FT FROST free
refrigerator, $190 Rocker
recliner, $50 753-5824

210

Used Ice Makers

Firewood

Commercial-Type
WhwrIpao - Scotsman
Kord-Draft
Fngidare U-Line

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
TAKING orders for winter
firewood now 759-1151
270

LAWfiernowers, Dynamark,
red, 14hp, 42' cut Victa
orange 15hp, 43' cut
759-4634 or 759-4882

BEDROOM suite 4pc 2
twin beds with frame 2
waterbed mattresses, 1
queen 1 king with heater 8
MOVING- must sell, Sears liner, color t v . 2 maple
Kenmore 20 cu ft chest chest, china cabinet with
freezer, $225 848 storage light & glass shelves
building, lyr old, $525 492-8615
Brown plaid couch & chair,
FOR sale King size box
excellent condition, $175
springs & mattress, SimCall 527-2355
mons Beauty Rest SuMOVING sale Bergin preme, like new, $300
prices for quality items Roll 759-1073
top computer desk, desk
LARGE entertainment cenchair, 'oriental rug' bunk
ter, cherry finish, excellent
beds with chest, ladies new
condition, $275 Call
golf clubs, golf print, gas
759-4941 after 5pm
grill 753-2100

/ ALPINE

* DRIVERS *
SINGLES & TEAMS
Are You Looking For MORE?
We Offer:
• Paid Orientation
• Excellent Pay & Benefits

Domestic
& Childcare
WILL do house cleaning,
some odd jobs Call days &
evenings Betty and Nancy
474-2131
WILL sit with elderly Exp
and refer Call 753-4590
rift)

•

Clarion

12465 RECENTLY remodeled (paint, paper & carpet), central heat, window
air unit included, window
treatment included Call for
more into 753-9917 leave
message
1990 CLAYTON 14x60 2hr
1 bath, $14,000 753-3446
after 5pm
1994 BUCANEER 14x52
2br 1 bath, 3yrs warranty
left Located in Fox Meadows $15,000 759-9311
FOR sale 1974 12x50 2br 1
bath gas heat, needs work,
asking $2,500 Call
759-9382 after 5pm
JUST reduced newly remodeled 3br 1 bath 12x65
mobile home on rented lot,
54,950 753-6012
WE move mobile homes for
the public Today's Homes,
Benton, Ky 502-527-5645
2611
Mob lie
Homes For Rent
12x60 2BR redecorated,
new carpet, stove & refrigerator, 8 miles North
References, lease,
$2751mo plus deposit
$275, no pets 753-3942

753-0113

28R everything furnished,
quiet court. $1501 mo
759-1691 or 753-8216

Dixieland Center

• Incentive Pay

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

• Are You Honest & Hard Working?
• We're The Company With
FAMILY VALUES
• Regular Home Time
• Do You Have CDL-A With Hasmat?
We Have:
• NEW Equipment

• Lots of Miles

1-800-879-9492
We Go 77w Ilistance...

HELP WANTED
HOME HEALTH AIDES
ATTENTION - nurSes aides in hospitals
and extended care facilities Looking for a
change and a challenge? Talk to us about
nurse aide positions with the Purchase
District Health Department Home Health
Agency Discuss our competitive pay plan
and review our benefits for full-time employees A register of qualified applicants
is being formed to fill full lime. part lime, or
PRN positions for Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall.
and McCracken counties. When hired,
the applicant will provide personal care
and homemaking services to clients in
their homes. Hours are primarily day shift,
weekdays. Use of personal vehicle is
required, with mileage reimbursement
Generous fringe benefits and holidays for
full-time positions.
Beginning salary is $6 14 hourly with a
possible 10% increase in hourly wage first
year of employment Applicants must be
high school graduates or have a GED,
one year of appropriate health related
experience (aide in nursing home, hospital, or home health agency) Applications
may be secured at any area Health
Center, or at the Purchase District Administrative Office, 320 North 7th Street,
Mayfield, KY 42066 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ALWAYS CHECK WITH
HAWKINS RESEARCH
FOR YOUR COMPUTER
& OFFICE NEEDS. 1304-E
CHESTNUT
ST.
502-753-7001.
FOR sale Tandy computer
with Dot Matrix printer lots
of games etc $350 obo
759-1185 leave message

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections 753 9433 day
or night

Mobil*
Home Lots For Rent

Hrs. Mon.-Frl. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

57-,

MOBILE Home Village
$80/mo water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

502-759-1333
Service and Quality Al Everyday Low Prices

• NEW Contracts

CHALLENGER MOTOR FREIGHT

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
FRANCHISE for sale Es
ablished territories in Ky
In, II Mo 502-753-1300
9A- 6P 100 year old indus
try. 25 year old Company

Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

NEW park, newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pickup & city water $100/mo
492-8488
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park 753-9866

America's Second Car

qv'UglyDuckling
itiLEMIK211
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cats, custom vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
112 So. 12th
1-800-THE-DUCK Murray, KY 42071
Lowest Rates In Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Rooms
For Rent

Want
To Rent
PRIVATE lot for mobile
home 441 7576
RETIRED military family
moving to Calloway County
wants to rent 3 4br house
Call 753-0896

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858
RED Toy Poodle puppies 1
male 1 female has first
shots 759-2527

NON smoking, non drinking
female has room for ren
with kitchen privileges in
country home on 14 acres
Also room for 2-3 horses to
board 436-5572 ask for
Jennifer

Produce

1BR carpet & mini blinds,
$285imo, utilities furnished, 71011 Poplar
759 1987
1BR furnished apt nice &
dean close to campus,
$180/mo 753-7276

SMALL quiet mobile home
park has one lot torrent,no
pets, $90/mo, $90 deposit
753-7953

Business
Rentals
1000 SQ FT OFFICE
space or small business
plenty of parking
753-6106, 753-3258

2- 3BR furnished apts in
New Concord, walking disto
lake
tance
502-436-5932

Antiques, Sitra
Cooks.
cards, clothing
lots and tots

COPELAND Orchard
peaches & nectarines now
available 2 miles West of
Mayfield off Hwy 80
502 623 8312

=TUC

LARGE tame plums cherry
plums peaches nectarines.taking orders for Gala
& Ozark Gold apples Must
call McKenzie Orchard
75394-68 or 753-4725

SALE
Frida
July

SWEET corn $1 a dozen
492-8890

ASO

12.300 ants Furnished
very nice near MSU No
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm

YARD E.

Thurs., Fri,
7 Lm. tIll
121 South, o
to Meadow
Acres Subdi

400

RENT free $250 apt for
assisting elderly lady 1hr
each morning from 6 00
700 Call 753 7400

3111

3111

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

mcw-Ir-wwl'
1rr7m
Sunset Boulevard llusic

OFFICE space for rent
$350/mo plus deposit Cen
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Real
tors 753 1492 ask for Tina

10x56 2BR trailer for sale
For into call 753-8101 Wil
sell cheap

6)9
:Pb

NOW taking applications
or Section 8 low rent hOuS
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended between 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

VERY nice 2br 1 bath cen
tral gas heat, electric air,
appliances furnished
$425/mo. 1 mo deposit, lyr
lease no pets 753-2905 or
753-7536

1BR nice available now
Coleman RE 753 9898

)
0CeOrd
*
4
070

OFFICE or retail building
zoned B2 approx 1600 sq
ft NE corner 13th & Pop
far Call 753-6001

Homes For Sale

753-6325

ANTIQUE oak drop lea
table. $550. four oak dining
Cal
$225
chairs
753-1546

OFFICE or business 1000
sq ft 308 N 128-i, next to
Faye's 753-9212

Apartments
For Rent

GUNS buy sell or trade
436-5650

Rowland
Refrigeration

DOWNTOWN office space
across from courthouse
$175mo including al utik
ties Also nice suite ot of
flees with windows
$595mo including all uol
ties 753-1266

3211

Sports
Equipment

Appliances

KENMORE air conditioner,
11,000 BTU, 110V, excellent condition. $200 Twin
bed, good condition, $30
Maple coffee table, $40
Call after 6pm 489-2101
KUBOTA 1700 riding
mower, 4ht deck, 2 yrs old,
only 43hrs, excellent condiSon $3,200 354-8893

NEARLY new Harvard 8
pool table with accessories
excellent condioon $425
Call 753-1660 after 5pm or
leave message

Apsnmesta
Fee Nut

Hamm
For Rent
2BR 1 bath brick ap
chances, wid hook-up, no
pets lease & references
required Hwy 121 North 1
mi past Graves County
Line, $325 mo 489-2440
38R 114 bath house with
family room Central ha,
great neighborhood' 1120
Circarama $650, lease,
deposit 753-8734
FOR rent on KY Lake. 2br
home, no pets, $300imo
436-5459
LARGE 2br house, gas
heat, small fireplace, large
yard, 631 N 4th, $350/mo
753-2339, 753-8767

NICE 3br brick 2 bath at2BR duplex, central h/a, tached garage, $650trna
available now. $350/mo lease 469-2741
Coleman RE 753-9898
3fia
2BR duplex wa hook-up,
For Rent
central ha, new apOr Lease
pliances, $375,tmo
753-9240
CREEKVIEW Self storage

UZI

8 a.m.-1
Public
Sale

Hodge P

2 Party
MovIngNard Sale
Fri, I ant-S put
Sat. ism.-4 p.m
Panarame Shores Hwy.
ME to 280 stralght Into
Panorama Shores to stop
sign (Penman* Dr.) turn
right, next seem, turn

1537 0)

ESTA1
YARD

Wed., Thur
Sa
9 a.m.-6
Hwy. 121
approx. 3

Appliances sofai. dnhi;
tithe. 6 chairs. tree-stand
rig lrepace, mac items
No Early Saes

No Early

Yard Sale

Lois of rrusc

1013 Sharpe
Thurs. & Fri.
7 am-4 p.m.
Table
chairs,
&
couch, Miracle Maid
cookware set, other
pots, pans & dishes,
quit scraps, linens,
shorts & other good
clothing, books and
much more.

YARD

July 20, 21
7 a.m. till

10 mlles
East, last hi

right beim
get to 1344

so.a. passers
men 110 re tan

YARD SALE

MiddlarS 10 oda
tram dotes
mod., ard
mo

2BR Embassy Apartments, warehouses on Center
central gas heat, available Drive behind Shoney s
Thursday, July 20
now $300/mo Coleman 520-$40/mo 759-4081
6:30 a.m. WI 7
RE, 753-9898
NEW mini- storage for rent
121 South to Lynn
2BR brick, shade. patio no All sizes Call Neon Beach
Lawson Rd., turn left,
Mini
Storage
753-3853
pets, $345,mo Call
4th house on right,
753-6931
753-0560.
3711
DUPLEX 2br 1 bath, fenced
Lots ol gesseare,
Livestock
yard, w,td, ref & stove, cenbike, tire, Sc nacs, wino
& Supplies
tral ha Don't rent until you
love seek furniture, Is,
see this one $415 plus 1991 STOCK trailer, 6x16
Jot of lice sluiffI
bumper hitch, $1,950 Also
deposit Call 759-2542
I raris or& di let( Fader
2 riding mules $850/ea
EXTRA clean efficency apt 753-8965
furnished Of unfurnished,
lease & deposit required.
location New Concord, no
Pets
pets 436-5401
Supplies
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
AKC FEMALE Sheltie
KY now taking applications
pups, shots/ wormed,8wits
You must be 62, handFriday Only
old, champion bloodlines,
icapped, or disabled Rent
absolutely adorable
21
July
based on income Equal
Please call after 5pm
Housing Opportunity
474-8050
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
527-8574 or 492-8721
CFA MALE Himalayan
600 Olive Street
NEW lbr extra nice, comFlame Point kitten. repletely furnished, some unAntiques, glassware,
Wiles paid. $285/mo, no duced 753-3096
furniture, misc
pets 436-2722
COCKER Spaniels, lyr old
NICE 3br apt central hia, 753-8667
located on campus, closer
walk than dorms to MSU,
very, very low utilities, 2
people $400+mo. 3 people
$450/mo 753-2339 or
PLEASE pie us a call for a rate quote on
753-8767
your Medicare Supplement Policy These
policies are now wrrtten in 10 standard plans
NICE efficiency apt just off
and we write all 10 Also at age 65 to 65/2,
campus Some utilities
paid, available now
according to Federal Law, they are all guaran$200/mo & $240/mo Cole
teed issue regardless of health.
man RE 753-9898
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
land Westry Village, lbr
1. Price, 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
apartment, utilities inWe represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
cluded, rent based on incompanies to give you the best possible rates
come 554 older. handicap
and service. We may be able to save you
& disabled Equal Housing
several hundred dollars per year. We have
Opportunity
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
502-354-8888
would like to be your Agent
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

YAF
SAL
Wed. thru Si
8 a.m. • On

94 East to caul
2.2 miles on

YARD
SALE

Somerning for

BUSI
'IOU
AR
M-F 8 an

Sat. 8 a.m.

TURNING AGE 65?

Bu
a

Run it
Classifi
the Sh
(paid i
Ia

Col

McConnell
Insurance Agency

1988

905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

MURRAY Manor Apart
ments now accepting appli
cations for 1-2br apart
ments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon -Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr

16

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Ellerts
192-8646 days. 753 1418
I?
nings
CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray

WHEN WE MAKE YOU A PROMISE,
WE PUT IT IN WRITIN(;.

OUT of state couple seeks
house with owner financ
irig Terms negotiable
Please
phone
1 '49

per hire a (1li.\711?) 21' prtifessetnat hi NtW
get a pereinalizol marketing plan

trait inane

• ree.sir-wr

a Markit hythniniin, thi
part

CENT/ In 2/ LH' Rtferra/ 8yttent and ?wire

%lick*
-or Sale

r.

von I)

of nor

Hwy. E
PROPE1
Beautif
country
living r
screene
kennel,
Colley,
Mayfiell

,t17.1111 SERI 7CE PUIX:E'Certificate A written pledge and personal

'5,000 BTU SEARS au
conditioner works grew
$300 firm Green clothes
dryer, Maytag. $50
53 2976

PMMIW that lYvil can lean on its
AN ON 1 4,

3 TON central air, 2yrs old
good condition 437 4838
BOGARD Trucking and Ex
cavaong Inc We haul top
soil gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap Mon Fri
8 4pm, 753 2446

CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
753-1492
,x95 Leer, 2, Rea, IMAM f.mrAwatmnssr.,uci1,1 the NAt
"e• Menra, Ente, Sem Sneer

An1

',comm.

Am,tt,

Arm yam r.,-,,rawn

p.m Mowery Opoorturely Q EKE/ slier IS INDE PE EIDENIEV OWNED AND OK'AMIE G (MM., 21 Rea, 1c.!

Ii Void AM..,
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U

alvrEihit

1.
•

lets

II106 classes or
ring Murray 14
2658

ode puppies 1
nale has first
2527

rebate
a Orchard

octannes now
miles West of
aft Hwy 80
12

a plums, cherry
iches nectar
orders for Gala
d apples Must
lore Orchard
r 753-4725
n Si a dozen

YARD SALE
Thurs., Fit, & Sat
?
a.m.
121 South, one mile
to Meadow Green
Acres Subdivision.
Antiques slew coins
comic books sports
cards clothing im & wn
lots and lots of mrsc

SALE #7
Friday,
July 21
8 a.m.-1 p.m.

Atte
late

MEI

Public
Sala

Pubic
Sae

wspek•

Hodge Podge

Party
Yard Sale

1537 Oxford

pin.
rn.-4 p.m
Shores Hwy
straight Into
inores to stop
1117111 Dr turn
street, tum

ESTATE
YARD SALE

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

rTc-5

sofas. dining
in, free-stand sac items
rly Sales

I Sale

Sharpe
. & Fri
.-4 p.m.
chairs,
&
liracie Maid
set, other
S & dishes,
ips, linens,
other good
books and
ire

SALE

July 20
till '7
h to Lynn
d., tom lett,
s on right,

ware,
necs, pato
kondure. toys,
stuff I
Coted Fnday

,RD
LE

Wed., Thurs., Fri

& Sat.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Hwy. 121 South,
approx. 3 miles.
No Early Sales

YARD SALE

Soiree. glasswank tient ewe
ewe IS w cm:borer Pe
Med to S 10 pdity 100, oxen
re seem,claw pane Non
nic end ios mos

YARD
SALE
Wed. thm Sun.

glassware,
MISc

Real
Estate
CUT the red tape by selling
your real estate at auction
For details call Wilson Realty 753-5086
HALEY Appraisal Service
Bob Haley state- certified
Call 489-2266
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
hornes.all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753.1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
MUR CAL Realty professional real estate management, residential commer
dal (allow us to handle your
real estate headaches) A
cost cutting occupancy improving move 753-4444

8 a.m. • On
44 East to caution light,
2.2 miles on right
Somethng for everyone

Only

! p.m.
re Street

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Lots of misc dams

July 20, 21, 22
7 a.m. till ?
10 miles out 94
East, last house on
right before you
get to 1346.

BUSINESS
HOURS
ARE:
M-F 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 8 am -l1 am.

quote on
Ir. These
iard plans
5 to 65h,
all guaranAKE, your

103 ACRES all lensed in,
surveyed 2 barns a garage
2 small buildings tool shed.
3br doublewide with house
root & carport added, pond
stocked with tech Shown by
appointment only
436 5648

E:11

Homes
For Sale

2BR 1 bath, large lot in
town guaranteed housing
loan available up to 100%
financing available Call
Grey s
759200t
Properties
2BR brick lust outside city
limits sunroom, carport.
central Ma, $67.900 Coleman RE 753-9898
3BR duplex for sale
753-5114
3BR duplex for sale
753.7947
30R house with large yard
& storage 9mi out 1294
priced in low 60's
489 2296
BEAUTIFUL bock home in
Southwest Villa 3br 2 bath,
large great room with gas
fireplace. eat in kitchen,
D R large deck, professionally landscaped
753 0238
BY contractor New 3br and
a new 4br house Both have
3 car garages arid are deluxe homes! Call 753-3903
to see anytime
FOR Investors, 2812 sq ft
new duplex, Fall Brook
Rental income
Sub
$1100/mo, Price $130,000
492 8516 or 762-7221
HOUSE an acreage 2 295
753-1300 10a- 6p,
489-2116 7p- 10p For sale
or rent- barns large a c
burley dark tired 753-1300,
489-2116
HOUSE & horse barns on
1 2 acres, $42,000 24x30
shop on 1 3 acres,
$15,500 1 acre lot $7.500
All with road frontage 2
miles on Van Cleave Rd
753-4525
NEW 2 story brick home in
city, 4br 2'/. bath
759-2571, 435-4013 or
435-4040
NEW 3br homes priced in
70's & 80's. financing available, will consider trade
753-3672 after 5pm
NEW affordable homes,
2-3br in city. Starts at mid
50's, financing available,
payments less than rent.
Sidewalks, storm sewers,
curbs & all underground
utilities. 753-4444.

BEAUTIFUL flat lot, al
underground city utilities including gas Last available
lot in Preston Heights. located behind Gatesbor.
ough, $13,900 753-2339

NEW home, Coles Campground Rd 3br 2 bath central gas & electric. 1900sq ft
Irving area on 1 22 acres,
nice Call Mur Cal Realty
753-4444

I.N Southwest Villa
110x140 759-2561

SPACIOUS immaculate 2
story house at 1604 Tabard
Dr (Martin Hts ) 4-5br,
great room with fireplace,
formal dr, large kitchen, 2
full baths, 2(1, )baths. 4yrs
old, many extras sell by
owner 753-1954

SOUTHWEST area 1',/i
acre buildIng lots each with
200ft road frontage, restricted. $12,500
435-4548 after 5pm
'

65?

WHY pay high rent when
you can buy a quality 2br 2
bath in the $80'5
759-2571

Business on
a Budget?

A70

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid in advance).

ncy

Call 753-1916 for details.

1984 BUICK LeSabre Limited. 2dr el options we*
maintained. and extra
sharp 123,XXX miles,
$2.300 obo 753-2507

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Mint:poi 30. years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER 436-5648

198-4 MAXIMA gray, all
power, with sunroof,
$1 500 759-4463 or
753-6864

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair. replacement 759-1515

1985 LEBARON vac. new
new brakes
Wes
489 2671

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, drive
ways hauling loundabons
etc 759-4664

1985 OLDS 98 Regency
90,XXX miles good condi
Pon 502-489.2445
1987 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham very sharp &
dean Call 492 8566 after
4pm
1987 OLDS 98 Regency,
local one owner, all power,
factory sunroof new ores,
low miles, $7,000. 1709
Calloway 753-3942
1990 GEO Storm GSI 5sp
good condition, 57,XXX
miles $4,900 753-0898 at
ter 5pm
1991 MERCURY Sable LS.
charcoal. 54„XXX, leather
interior, sun-root, power
windows/locks power
6-way seat, artelm stereo
with cassette automatic
$7,900 753-2824

1988 Bass Tracker Bayliner

SPECIAL $4595
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main

(502) 753-5273

St.

1983 OLDSMOBILE 98,
2dr. burgandy. 307 V8, pw,
pl, power seats, new a/c,
tires, battery, looks good.
runs excellent Call
489 2820 after 6em

1970 CHEVROLET 'it ton,
350, at. ps 759-2571
1986 FORD F150 ext cab,
Lame XLT. miles low, excellent condition, $7,000
obo 474-8331 leave
message
1988 GMC Jimmy 4x4
white with black trim, gray
int , excellent condition
91,500 miles, $7,500
753-7976 or 753-2125
1989 FORD F-800. 360hp,
Sap transmission, new 16ft
bed with 18 ton hoist, good
lees, 16in sideboards, excellent condition
924-9513
1994 CHEVY S-10 ext
cab, LS, automabc, air,
cruise, asking 513.500
753-6065.
1994 TOYOTA x-cab alt,
27 XXX miles $12,900
1994 Camry stationwagon
LE 35 XXX miles, $k6,900
753-4470
FOR sale 1988 Chevy
Silverado, black &gray with
gray interior. loaded,
79,XXX miles. 527-5294 after 5pm

Cmnpers
SMALL bus made into a
camper, has all accessories, excellent for hunting or
fishing, $1 500 489-2982
after 6pm

1964 CREST II deluxe. 25ft
pontoon boat, 50hp Even
rude motor, new 1994
trailer 489-2050

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulching & mulch hauling, gutter cleaning Cleanup junk. garbage Odd lobs
also Al household moving
Free aspirates Tim Lamb
436-5744.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spray
irig, serving Murray. Calk>
way County since 1980
Free estimates 4.36-2247
or 492-8737

ALL
irig
up
Joe

•

.40-46-1.10.-

11,

-

Patching - Driveway - Walkway - Pool Deck
Overlays - Coatings - Waterproofing
Cracks Fixed Permanently - Free Estimates
Expansion Joints Installed - 10 Yr Warranty
Solutions to Concrete Problems
Local References
RESTORE your DRIVEWAY

1-800-700-9464

co

THE

Since 1973
Serving Western Ky and West Tenn

KJTCHEN CATUNETS
(-.03TOM WOODWORKJNG
All Types Of:
•

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

•em‘l

Quality Servce

, Tree Trimming
Be

Free Estimates

Tree Removal

24 Hour Service
L"dscaPing
Hedge Trimming

Stump Removal

Tree Seriire

around hauling mow
tree work junk clean
cleaning out gutters
436-2867

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations slate ',dew
alks driveways buildings
remodeling repairs AGC
certhed 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753.8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by a map,
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works. 753 2455
COLORS painting and con
traction 492 6103

Four Star
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Exioce vim
Uneerprining
Lileerne Warranty
• 4170 zr awe tient
$364.00
K ADCIt Underpinning
Silver a Whir Roof
Colones

KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING Make your old
new again with Formica AM
colors tree estimates
Watts Recovery Murray
KY 436-5560

ROCKY Colson home rv
pair plumbing rooting sid
ing & additions Al type
home & mobile home re
pair Free estimates
474 2307

LAMB Brothers Tree Se;
vice 502-436 5744

SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled, residential or corn
mescal. Servall Gutter Co
753 6433

LAMB Brother Home en
provements, remodeling
acidoons, rooting siding
tree esoniates 436 2269

Doors Windows
8.entubs

LAMBS Tree Service tree
trimming & removal haul
ing. etc 4362269 Paul

°WM, healed Lumber
Handea.is Bar sue or
Lance
4 x e $27500
x to $42530
no x le 5775.00
Mete Roots Over Deck
Ar6.1.6boa

(502) 492448a
CARROLL S Custom gar
den tilling grader blade
work bush hogging lots
tree
estimates
502.492 8622
CHIN Chlm Chimney
Swoops has 10% senor
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes, trailers. offices
Wulff's Recovery Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Com
plete installation aria service
Call Gary at
759 4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

mowed
LAWNS
(5021759 3133
LEE'S Carpet ClesnIng
carpets upholstery tree
estimates 753-5827

TREE REMOVAL and Von
ming All lobs big & small
Call 492 8254

LICENSED tor electric and
gas 753 7203

WALLPAPERING all lobs
big and small Call Cherie
753 9274

MULCH delivered Murray
area 436 5560
ext all
PAINTING int
types of home repair free
estimates Call anytime
436 5032
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
PRESSURE washing, vinyl
houses, house traders tree
estimates Call 489-2375
REMODELING and insur
arcs repairs Call us for all
your construction needs
Free •stimates Service
Pro 759-1774
ROOFING and painting,
interior exterior etc . 25yrs
experience. 10% discount
senior citizens 474.0107

WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald W•lters, owner.
Vinyl siding painting
decks additions roohng
20yrs experience free eso
mates 753 2592
WANTED yards to MOW
753-8908
WEDDING invitations
addressed in beaublulcalli
graphy Reasonable rates
references on request
759 1185
WOOD VCR repairing
va s camcorders micro
waves Mon Fri 9-12 1-5,
free estimates 753-0530
ZEBS VCR Repair tree
estimates Cleaning 515
average repair, $30
753 3557

BUYS ARE
WAITING...

DAVID'S cleaning services We clean vinyl, brick,
dove ways, sidewalks, mobile homes. R V 759-4734
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

nit OAS-WEDS'
Wh•thin you r• .n the
Market tor a wishing

HOUSEKEEPING, cleaning the way you want it
References furnished Call
Cherie 753-9274

Service
C:$eanljP
Light tisuiv, Etc.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with IsIS
line of equipment Free as
tnmates Day Or night
753 5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
steed Estimate available
759 4690

LAWN care mowing been
ming 436 2528

S Twos sown of Alwray
or, 641 Hwy

maChin• era gym set

IMO It in
wthe
Murray
you'll

Ledger & Times

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

Custom
CABINETS

Attention
Classi ied Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12.00, for

Only $6 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective April 1, 1995

S WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Spec[ficutIons!

Stop

by our office today or dial 753-1916

-Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
-Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
-Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 415 Sc (next to Wolter Placer) • Murray
A DIVISION O SOUTIIERN WALL SYSTEMS. NC

510

ALCOA vinyl sicfing & trim
Replacement windows Bill
Speed 492 8103

MMEINIF
Hwy. 121 6u. near Farmington. THIS UNIQUE
PROPERTY ON 8 ACRES AWAITS NEW OWNER!
Beautiful 3,200 sq. ft., 4 BR home with large
country kitchen, formal dining room, 3 baths,
living room, den with fireplace, 2-car garage,
screened-in porch,central gas& air, pond,brick
kennel, 40' x 56' barn, $179,000. Call James
Colley, Colley Real Estate, 328 W. Broadway,
Mayfield, KY 42066, (502) 247-6969.

CARPORTS for cars arid
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
bon high quality excellent
value Roy Hit 759 4664

CONCRETE PAVEMENT RESTORATION

.
%
6
;

A and A Lamb's lawn mow
trig, light heeling tree trim
ming, Mark 436 2528

Itr

CARPET & UphOIStety
cleaning Special $25 00
per room Free ScotchGard
Deodorizing
1 502 436 2654

• Drop by and see our showroom
,3
5 (9•Ton0 Bonny Broa0)
RAL0
403 SUNBURY • 1.101

1970 IMPALA 305 good
condition, battery, tires,
starter like new, $600
753.6655
1978 MERCURY Marquis
station wagon, 2 owner,
straight & dean, good tees,
good air. $650 Call
436.2427

BUILDER, new homes ad
- ,
&bons garages
starting at $2 a
Sorry no rooter or cabiout
maker Trnpp Williams
753 0563

BEDWELL Roofing 2
years workmanship guarantee tree estimates
Local call 559 8154

NISSAN Pulza 1985,
120,XXX miles. power
steering, sunroof, new
tires, good condition,
$1.550 502-753-8905
OLDS Delta 88. 1988 year,
87,XXX miles, new tires,
transmission, $4,100.
759-2385

BOBS Plumbing Service
Installation and repair all
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436 5832

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt. Construction Phone 492-8516
pager 762-7221

1994 DODGE Intrepid pis
pr, anti- lock brakes dual
airbags, power windows &
locks, excellent condition,
$14,703 354.8893

Motorcycles

Used
Cars

16 Foot, 85 Horse Engine
3

Serricse
Offered

1993 YAMAHA Blaster.
looks great, runs great Call
753 8666 after 5pm

Rate Effective Apel 1. 1C95
3. Service.
A+ rated'
sible rates
save you
We have
years and

Used
Cars

Fame

Far Sis

9B
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MURRAY LEDGER a TIMES

We have been your custom builder in the
past We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing

Bruce Green
Building Contractors, Inc.
FREE Estimates: 753-8343

M & M Remodeling
Service
A Professional Sen, ice
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathrooms
To help yew plan year New lUtcbea or Bathroom

Call 753-6869
for free quote or coasultlos.

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?
We offer all your tobacco
firing wood and sawdust needs
Just Call

1SP Wood Products
We Can Savo You Money
With The Baal Prices Around
Ask For James
Call Us At (502) 667

STORM DAMAGE??
Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Rooting - Siding
No Job Too Small
40 Years Experience
Free Estimates
Call Maurice
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

HOROSCOPES
THURSDAY',JULY 20, 1995
iFor your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on sour own
you 99
date or birth. call 1 -9M-9M-778K. Your phone company will bill
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE place this evening.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221: FinNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Plan new projects more carefully. ish a pending job assignment before
enlisting the help of people who starting anything new. Asoid engaghave the expertise you lack. The ing in a tug-of-war with an ambinecessity for secrecy should be tious colleague. You should be able
impressed on everyone With a stake to resolve your differences later
in an important deal. Friends and today..
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Your
family rally to your side in Decemleaps
ber. The financial picture brightens. self-confidence is griming by
Trayel early in 1996. Next spring is and bounds. The romantic picture
looks a bit complicated. Certain
the ideal time to wed.
CELEBRITIES BORN -ON family members may net be happy
Show
THIS DATE: guitarist Carlos San- about the love of your life.
tana, actress Diana Rigg, singer Kim where your loyalties lie.
SCORPIO lOct, 23-Nov. 211:
Carnes. famed explorer Sir Edmund
Emotions run high today. Do not let
Hillary.
ARIES (March 2I -April 191: a domestic squabble get out of hand.
You may he thinking about chang- Let good judgment prey ail. A briling careers. Do not underestimate liant idea could he fix) controsersial
your talent for teaching. A so-called for those in authority.
SAGITTARIUS (Nos. 22-Dec.
"investment expert" could he misin21):.A loved vine encourages you to
formed.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201: A look on the light side. Try as you
wonderful day for business negotia- may. you cannot quite dismiss a
tions and professional activities. nagging financial worry. Seek more
References are very important. data. Your imagination could he
Make certain you know who you are wav elf the mark.
-CAPRI('ORN I Dec. 22-lan,
dealing with! A quiet chat helps
191: Put in seseral hours of hard
repair any damage done yesterday.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): work, then call it quits. Your efforts
Both bills and checks arrive in he are appreciated by those who have
mail. Be frugal. Buying things you been observing your performance.
do not really need will only clutter Nev. financial rewards are on the
up your home. Focus on self- horizon. Be patient.
AQUARIUS ilan. 20-Feb. IN):
improvement activities instead of
You can expect to receive high
watching TV this evening.
CANCER (June 21 -July 221: Go marks for a remarkable public-relaslow when making changes that tions coup. Your business smarts
could curtail your earning power. will take you right to the top! Be
Neighbors offer to help out but will objective if asked to mediate a
expect favors in return. Put romance domestic dispute.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 2(1): An
on hold while you deal with a diffiexcellent time to launch a new
cult personal issue.
LE()(July 23-Aug. 221: You feel enterpnse. Those who try to inveigle
much more optimistic about a pro- you into being extravagant do not
ject today. Painting a rosy picture have your best interests at heart.
for potential investors helps you get Self-discipline helps you attain a
a contract signed. Romance needs long-cherished goal.
more time to grow A surprise takes
TODAY'S CHILDREN: .Xithough sunny-natured. these lively youngsters are fairly insistent OD getting their own way. They love having people
make a fuss over them and can become either the teacher's pet or the class
clown -- just so they are guaranteed plenty of attention! As adolescents.
these Carsccrians skill be more interested in partying than studying. Shrewd
parents will point out how much fun going to college can he. Once these
Cancenans reach their mid -twenties, they show. a real zeal for hard work quickly surpassing their peers.
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT
DEAR DR GuTT 1m a 33 year old effects of
asthmatic treated with Prosentil and
If your headache and muscle oaii,s
Theo-Dur In the past 18 months. I've disappear the dilemma will base been
pain
neck
and
headaches
developed
resolved
Since X-rays and a CT scan were nega
Provenhl. which is available in pili hy
live. my doctor put me on a muscle Ind and spray lorms is probably not
relaxant, but the aches and pains con
contnbuting to your symptoms and can
Moe What is your opinion of this ddern
be used along with other bronchodila
ma'
tors
Ask your doctor to eViinine other
DEAR READER Many authorities
discourage the use of theophy Ihne options
To give you more intormation I am
Theo Dur and other brands, to treat
sending you a tree copy if my Health
asthma brigtause there are more Ole,Report "Lis mg With Chronic Lune:.
Live therapies that are sater
Disease
Theophy lime in liquid or pill form
DEAR DR GOTT Use been (flag
can cause many symptoms. including
headaches and muscle pain, and tan nosed with primary brhary cirrhosis
What
can you tell me about it"
easily reach toxic les els that pri oduct'
DEAR READER Primary biliarst•iivomiting, crimukinns and Mvi blond
rhos,-. a non .itconot
liv•i pi.,
pressure among
ot utiSno‘Ati
patient, a hi, are prv,i ritied thvo
phyl:ine must undergo periodic blood dttects %%omen
tests to measure the lesel of the dnat in Marked by inflammation atin
may be related to autoimmune diseases
the body
, such as rheumatoid arthntis and ,clo
Although your ssmptonts may be roderma PBC begins slowly and insult
caused by unrelated factors such as (lusty. frequently with mild itching and
migraine. I'm suspicious that the Theo fatigue as the only symptom,
Dur may be the culprit In my view your Eventually. Jaundice and Its er failure
doctor should stop it and substitute appear
another drug. such as inhaled steroids.
The chagi)—., made tis
which do not possess the serious side

special X ray studies and biopsy
Thtproktrtsse, al an unpic
dictante rate Man) pat.eCts 1110
rernain nl.ii is el nortnal for (let4des.
others seem to
J rupuii downhill
course There is ti, ',petal(' therapy tor
PHU Patients esentualb die of cirrho
Sic . despite the use it medications such
as cortisone
The one bit of good news in this see
nano is that patients with PBC are
eV:Client candidates for liver trans
plants
It and when this should senously be
considered depends on how fast the dis
prugresses
Patients \kith PBC should be under
the care of gastroentendogists or liver
specialists
%Ss%
SI-SksiP

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M D

DAILY COMICS
HEY, WAIT A mimufe,
TOBY'S THE
kuSSANC)!

TOEV STOP' THAT!
GET IN THIS HOUSE
RIGHT NOW!!

CATHY
rs DECiDED It
CALL ALEX sAcx.
Kr 7X TCtia&HT
LOHEKI KNOW,
I'LL ',ET HIS
PaitGlitNE.
_
•

r siOU

r

1 10—
H NC
LEAVE A ARES- CINCESUE ADIUSTED
HIS
WANT TO SA6E. I 3UST toANT TO HEAR
VOICE, I'LL FORCE MISELf -ro
LEAVE
HIM SPEAK WHEN HE'S NOT
' LOOK AT CUTE PICTURES Of
A
THERE It I (.:AN SQUELCH ANY SIM UNTIL ALL RESPONSE IS
toESSAGE7 'POTENTIAL EMOTIONAL REACTION NuniESED .. THEN AND ONLY
I
7.9 THE SOUND Of HIS VOtCE.
THEN WILL I RECEIVE A CALL
FROM 11151 AND REITERATE
THAT TM NOT INTERESTED!!

TU

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
•••Ct RE T,Ne..ay•.; -THE Lc Xft.
OFF
• yES. IT HAS To
struPrED AND
SANDED

SORRY,JoHN I IiicUGHT
IF J TRFED THE CARPETING
IT
I KNOVJ,I Kl4cA41

THERE Is A PoSiTNIESce
-VDTHIS
AND IMAT
iNcuip THAT
BE"?

Thirty years ago
Mrs. Macon Blankenship and
Fred Schultz have been named by
County Judge Robert 0. Miller to
the board of Calloway County
Public Library. Other board
members are Mrs. George Hart,
Max Hurt and Jack Belote. Dr.
A.H. Kopperud is adviser.
Margaret Crider, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Crider of Murray, is serving as a summer mis-

TODAY IN HISTORY

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, July 19, the 200th day of 1995. There are 165
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 19, 1848, a pioneer women's rights convention called by
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucretia C. Mott convened in Seneca
Falls, N.Y.
On this date:
In 1553, 15-year-old Lady Jane Grey was deposed as Queen of Eng,d1110=M land after claiming the crown for nine days. King Henry VIII's
daughter Mary was proclaimed Queen.
In 1870, the Franco-Prussian war began.
In 1941, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill launched his "V
for Victory" campaign in Europe.
In 1943, allied air forces raided Rome during World War II.
In 1969, Apollo 11 and its astronauts, Neil Arnstrong, Edwin
"Bud" Aldrin and Michael Collins, went into orb
ound the moon.
In 1975, the Apollo and Soyuz space capsules that were linked in
orbit for two days separated.
In 1979, the Nicaraguan capital of Managua fell to Sandinista guerrillas, two days after President Anastasio Somoza had fled the
country.
In 1980, the Moscow Summer Olympics began, minus dozens of
nations who were boycotting the games because of the Soviet military
intervention in Afghanistan.
In 1984, U.S. Rep. Geraldine A. Ferraro, D-N.Y., won the Democratic nomination for vice president by acclamation at the party's convention in San Francisco.
In 1989, 112 people were killed when a United Air Lines DC-10
BEING A wOrARN
crashed while making an emergency landing at Sioux City, Iowa; 184
IS LIKE HOLDIN6
other people survived.
12 FULL-TIME 1065
Ten years ago: Christa McAuliffe of New Hampshire was chosen
out of more than 11,000 applicants to be the first schoolteacher to ride
aboard the space shuttle.(McAuliffe and six other crew members were
killed when the Challenger exploded in mid-flight the following
January.)
Five years ago: President Bush jciined Republican predecessors
Ronald Reagan, Gerald R. Ford and RiChard M. Nixon at ceremonies
dedicating the Nixon Library and Birthplace in Yorba Linda, Calif.
Baseball's all-time hits leader Pete Rose was sentenced in Cincinnati
to five months in prison for tax evasion.
One year ago: A bomb ripped apart a Panama commuter plane, killing 21, including 12 Jews, a day after a car bomb destroyed a Jewish
community center in Buenos Aires, Argentina, killing 95 people. Funeral services were held for North Korean dictator Kim II Sung, who
had died July 8 at age 82.
Today's Birthdays: Former Sen. George McGovern is 73. Actor Pat
Hingle is 71. Actress Helen Gallagher is 69. Singer Vikki Carr is 54.
Actor Dennis Cole is 52. Actor Peter Barton is 36.
Thought for Today: "An optimist sees opportunity in every calamity. A pessimist sees calamity in every opportunity." — Anonymous.

_
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LL1r\
CALVIN and HOBBES

Gwiernor Julian M. Carroll,
first governor in Kentucky history from the Jackson Purchase,
will deliver the address at the
summer graduation exercises on
Aug. 1 at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University,
Sandra Stark and Mark Fitzhugh of Calloway County showed
the winners in the Holstein Cattle
Show at Murray-Calloway County Fair.
Births reported include a a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jerry
Franklin, June 25; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Potts, July 3; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Outland and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Blaine Donelson, July 10.

Ten years ago
Martha Broach of Coldwater
has been elected to Western Kentucky Regional Mental HealthMental Retardation Board, Inc.,
as one of four representatives
from Calloway County.
Murray Little League All-Stars
beat McLean County 3 to 2 to
qualify for a trip to the state tournamnent at Owensboro July 29.
Mike Kelso and Travis Turner
were Murray pitchers.
Kellie Noel Crawford and Terry Lynn Paschall were married
June 7 at First United Methodist
Church.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Reza Timaj, June
18; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Brian
Harrison, July 3; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Arnold Thomasson, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Houtari,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Kilpatrick, July 11.
Twenty years ago
Preliminary plans for a S2.9
million expansion project at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital were approved by the hospital's Board of Commissioners at
meeting held July 17.

sionary in Hawaii for the Baptist
Student Union. She is a student at
Murray State College.
Seventeen members of Woodmen Grove 138 of Murray are
attending the World's Fair at
New York City.
Mary Catherine Taylor and
Kenneth Jerome Humphreys were
married recently at Briarsgate
Presbyterian Church, Louisville.
Forty years ago
Calloway County Farm Bureau
will have its annual picnic at
Murray City Park on July 23.
Students from Calloway County attending the summer session
at the University of Kentucky.
Lexington, are Bobby C. Dowdy,
Alice Marlene Hourigan, Leon P.
Miller, Marjorie M. Murphy,
Wilburn Sirls, Mary L. Steele,
Charles E. Summers, Auburn J.
Wells and Lowell E. Wilson.
Billie Burke Cole and Hugh
Thomas Carroll were married
July 9 at First Baptist Church.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Harrison, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Francis Watrous,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Boyd, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William Cunning, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Hurt.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY I'm a
widower, retired, financially secure
and generally in good health. Most
of my friends are women, but I also

have male friends.
I go out with half a dozen women
ranging in age from 40 to 70. Some
I've known for a long time. All of
these relationships are platonic
(that is, nonsexual). Naturally, most
women wonder why I've never
"made a pass" at them.(One complained that our relationship was
"going nowhere.")
The answer: I am sexually impotent; hence. I avoid giving the
impression that I have any romantic interest in them.
I assume that in most cases, part
of the attraction between men and
women is the possibility that a sexual union might take place. While I
have not polled any members of the
female sex. I am under the impression that sexual urges in women do
not vanish at age 60,65 or even 75.
At times, I feel that I should
inform my female friends that I am
impotent, so they should not expect
sex. But such information is very
personal and somewhat embarrassing. I suspect that some of my
women friends would be relieved to
know that! am impotent, and there
is nothing wrong with them.
Any thoughts on this?
GENTLEMAN
DEAR GENTLEMAN: I have
good news for you. Many
women in your age group (and
some younger) would consider
your nonsexual status a decided
plus.
The holding, kissing, caressing and doing "everything but"
can be sufficiently satisfying to
some women.
After a few dates — when you
are comfortable with the lady —
let her know that you enjoy
being affectionate, but you are
impotent. You need not be
embarrassed; chances are, she
will relax, and enjoy your company even more.
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37 Betty —
40
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42 Attach
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49 Hawaiian
food fish
50 To — is
human
52 Exchange
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55 Killed
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58 Playing
cards
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10 Jump
11 Military
unit
19 Harem room
21 Lowe or
Reiner
24 Brother
25 Ventilate
26 Craggy hill
28 Recede
29 Nothing
30 Mao — -lung
34 Conceive
35 Wernher —
Braun
36 Make
beloved
37 Stared
angrily
38 Corded
cloth
39 Finally
(2 wds )
42
Lang
Syne"
43 Ballet
movement
44 Young tough
46 Eye
amorously
47 Appearance
48 Bends down
51 Map abbr

DEAR ABBY: I have read your
column for years and have learned
a lot from it, but I learned something recently that really shocked
me, and I hope you put it in your
column to warn other teen-agers.
I had a baby the week I turned
15. I was on birth control pills, but
nobody ever told me that the effect
of the birth control pills would be
canceled out if I took antibiotics at
the same time. This is a fact, Abby.
Please warn your readers about
this. The doctor who prescribed
antibiotics for my strep throat never
asked me if I was on birth control.
and I didn't think it was necessary
to tell him.
I love my baby, and although the
baby's father hasn't married me yet,
I know he will. He's only 16, but he
is staying in school. I had to quit.,
but someday, when our son is a little older, I hope to go back to school
and at least graduate from high
school. Sign me ...
A MOM AT 15
DEAR MOM: Thanks for
writing. I am sure there are
women of all ages who are not
aware that antibiotics may
dilute the effect of birth control
pills. It would be wise for
women to use an additional
method of birth control when
they take antibiotics.
Many women and men, too,
will appreciate this information.
•••
What teens need to know about sex,
drugs, AIDS, and getting along with
peers and parents is in "What Every.
Teen Should Know." To order, send a
business-sized, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $9.95
($4.50 in Canada to, Dm Abby. Teen
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Di
61054-0447.'Postage is included.,
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